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ABSOSAOSe 
1. Of the five produots Isolated from Iris 2iepalensis» 
tliaree were IsoflaToueSf 
2. fhQ two iaoflavones neoaely Xrisolone and Irisolidone 
sore being reported to ooeiir ta nature for tlie first 
time, 
3. On the basis of degradation aaid speotroscopio studies 
the strueture of Irisolone has been oonciusirely 
proved to be 4*-h3rdro3y-5->methoagr-6,7-methylenedioxy 
isof lavone« 
4. < fhe structure of XrisoXidoae as 4'f5-dihydroa£y-6,7-
diaetho3^60fXavone has been ^signed on the basis 
of oolour reactions* spectroscopic and desgradation 
studies * 
S» fhe third Xsoflavone has been characterised as 
Irigenln, 
6. fist) methods have been attempted for the synthesis 
of Irisolone but the results were not satisfactory. 
(i) % persulphate oxidation of 2,4-diJ]^ dro2sy-. 
6«-mei^osyphea2rl-4' •"methosybenzyl ketone • 
(ii) By ortho-oxidation of ?-l^dro;^-5,4'-dioicthosy 
isoflavone* 
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I52ROM0fIOH 
the flavoaolds form an importazit group of naturally 
oocuring oxygen hsterocyoltcs wliioh hare boon extensively 
studied witli regard to their structure» synthesis > biogensis 
nnd ciedicinal uses* In India Venkataraman and Seshadri 
have made valuable contributions to this field and a number 
of new types have been isolated by these and other authors 
from the Indian flora* 
She present work was undertaken in the oourse of an 
investigation of plants which are generally used in the 
indigenous system of s^ stdicine, with the aim of isolating 
chemically pure substances from these sources. The two 
isoflarones for which the names Irisolone and Xrisolidone 
have been proposed, were isolated from Iris nepalensis and 
structures (I) and (XI) were s^signed to them on the basis 
of their spectroscopic properties and degradation studies, 
from the same source a third isoflavone was isolated in 
low yield and was foimd to be identical with irigenin* 
A i^ntheeis of Irisolone was also attempted but the nuclear 
oxidation of the corresponding deoscybenzoin ^ s^ ich would 
have afforded this compound on subsequent methylenation 
and cyclisation did not proceed satisfactorily. 
f S O D U O f l O N 
IHSEOBCCflOH 
The flavonoids form an Important group of naturally 
oecuriiig oxygen Jieterocyellcs wMch hme be«n eartensiToiy 
BtucLled with regard to their struoture* synthesis* biogensis 
land medicinal uses* In India Tenkatareoaan and Seshadri 
haire made faluahle contributions to this field and a number 
of new types ha^e been iaolated ^ these and other authors 
from the Indian flora. 
fhye present work was tmdertafcen in the course of an 
inirestigation of plants which are generally used in the 
indigenous system of medicine, with the aim of isolating 
ohemically pure substances from these sources. 2he two 
isoflaTones for which the names Irisolone and Irisolidone 
have been proposed, were isolated from Iris nepalensis and 
structt£res (I) and (II) were assigned to them on the basis 
of their spectroscopic properties and degradation studies. 
l^om the same source a third isoflaTone was isolated in 
low yield and was foand to be identical with irigenin. 
A synthesis of Irisolone was also attempted but the nuclear 
oxidation of the corresponding deo:^b6nzoin idQiich would 
have afforded this compoimd on subsequent methylenation 
and oyclisation did not proceed satisfactorily. 
HiC, 
H3CO 
H3CO 
OCH3O OM 0 
( I ) ( II ) 
fhe term flavonoid is applied in the widest sense to 
compounds containing OQ-O^'-Ci. carbon skeleton at various 
levels of oxidation* From the stand point of biogenesis 
all these compounds are closely related. Ihe Gg unit 
arising from the acetate unit suad having the substitution 
pattern of phloroglucinol or resorcinol. The Gg-Oj portion 
arising from glucose,, through shikimic acid intermediate. 
The isoflavones do not seem to fit into this structural 
grouping but it has been suggested that Cg-C-C-C skeleton 
of these compounds is formed by a subsequent migration of 
the phenyl group and these compounds do not therefore have 
an independent bioaynthetic origin. 
The flavonoids can be classified in the following 
groups: 
i. Anthocyanins and anthocyanidins 2. Leucoanthooyanins 
and leucoanthocyani-
dins. 
5 4-
(Plavylium cation) 
3, Flavone«3 4» Flavanones 
5. Chalcoaes and dihydrochalcoaes 
(Chalcoiie) (BHiydroohalcone) 
6, flavanols Bnd flavanohols 
(Flavtjnol) 
7# Isoflavones mad Isoflavanones 
(Flavanonol) 
(Isoflavone) (Isoflaranone) 
4 
8. Catecliins 9. Aurones 
10 Flavonoid tannljis 
OCCURBEIOE: 
All the iiaturall2r ocotaring flavonoids tiave been isolated 
from the higher plants* fhey are riot confined to any parti-
cular family of the natural order» though specialised 
struotural types are often found in certain plant families. 
Thus mostly 0-metnylated flavones have been isolated from 
rutaceae and various citrus species contain highly substituted 
polymethos^ flavones* She carbon allsylation of the A-ring 
though Very rare in general is however encountered frequently 
in the ferns and coniferous plants. 
Further, the flavonoids are not localised in any parti-
cular tissue of the plants and may be found in roots, stems, 
flowers, seeds and pollen? though here again specific types 
are associated with certain tissues. Anthocyanins are 
typical pigments of fruit and flower though present in lower 
concentration in other parts of the plant also, ^he same 
applies for catechjjns and aurones. Flavones and isoflavones 
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eeem to occur in greater ooacentration in the vroody tlaeues 
of the plants* 
Plavonoids ere 2iot fomid in ]siero-*orga]iis&s» Ftmgi and 
Idohezie«, Mosses hsve not been thorou^l^r isTestigated in 
t h i s respect and ao far only some antliocyanlns hare been 
iaolated from these* Ferns# how6-rer« contain mazgr flaTones 
cheraoterist ics of the flowering p lants . 
Indian plants haire been extensively explored fcnr 
the i r f laronoid constituents and a number of new s t ructura l 
types isola ted. A l i s t of some of these i s given in the 
following table* 
Hame Source Family 
l» 3* t5t7»4?rihydroxy- Theiretia nereifol ia(I) Apooynaceae 
41 •»me thoiif^f lavone • 
S* Melanoxetin 3*7^8|3*t^' ^erminalia manii (2) Combretaceae 
pentahydro3grf lavone. 
3 . Patulet in 3,5,7|,3»4« fagetes patula (3) Compositae 
pentahy<iro3y'*6«'methoxy-
flavone. 
4 . Erianthin S,7-.d'ihydroicy- Elumea er ia i tha (4) Compositae 
3,€»d,3* t4'-.penta-
ae tho^f lavone • 
5 . Lanceoletin B Tophrosia 
lanoeolata (5) Leguminosae 
6 
.^^<K_/^ 
' ^ ^ 
La.TiCfi£3 ^ ' ^ " n W, 
6# Kaauginj 3,7>3'trimetli03cy-
4* fS*-methylene dioxy-
flavoae* 
?• I)essio1;lxoa7-l£Q!mglti«3«?<-
D±ffiethoxy-(3* ,4* ) -
meittiylenedioagrflavone 
8. Biodhanizi A 
5,7|D|liydirox3r»4* -metlioiy-
isoflavone 
9. Maxima smt}stanee A 
10. HerbaeetS^|3t5»?t8t4*-
pentahydroayflavone 
11 * Pinoquercetinj 6-met'iiyl-8$ 
5, ? »3 • 4* -pentaliydroixy 
flaTO&e 
12« Pinoiayrieetinje-fflet^l-
3,6»7,3%4» jS'-hexaJaydaroagr* 
13 • •Padsiakasteiii}5|,4*-dihydroxy-
7-metho3Eyisoflairo2i6 
14. !Caabuletiiif3»5|7,4».-tetra* 
Itydrosg^-S-methoxyflavone 
15. TaatJulin 5-l^droxy-3»7,8,4'-^ 
trlme-tiioxyflavone 
16* Awranetia 3,6,7,8,4"•-
pentametlio3!yfiavoae 
Fongamda glal}ra{6) laguminoaaa 
?02igaHiia glabrae?) Le^imtnoaae 
Oicer arletinuja(8) legaminosaa 
fephrosia maxii&a(9) Leguminosae 
doseypium indicuaClO) Malvaceae 
Fiaug pondrosa(ll) Plaaceae 
Plnus poxidrt>sa(ll) Pi»aceae 
Vrwmxs puddum (12) Hosaceae 
acantiiopodium(13) Butaceae 
Santhosgrlua 
aGiE8ithopodium(14) Emtaceae 
Citrus aorantiximdS) Eutaoeae 
ISQL&flOH OP gMVOHOIBSt 
The natiira3.1y oocuring hydroatyflavosoids can be present 
in the plants either as free aglycons or as glycosides. 
Hordatrom, Swain and Geissman have investigated the distri-
bution of these two forias in different parts of the plant 
and their results show that the flavonoid constitments of 
leaves, fruits, flowers and seeds are with rare exception -
glyoosidic in nattire, 2he free aglycones appear to be . 
localised mostly in the woody tissues of the plants though 
glycosides have ^ also been isolated from the resinous 
excudates of these parts • The non-hydrosgrlated or fully 
alkylated flavonoids canndt of course be eacpected to exist 
in combination with any sugar» 
In connection with the isolation procedure to be 
adopted it is important to note that the flavonoid glycosides 
are exposed to the action of pleaat enzymes during the drying 
and storage period, and these very often completely l^drolyse 
the glycosides. Even in alcoholic extracts of the fresh 
plants the plant acids may affect a hydrolysis of the 
glycosides* In order to eliminate these two possibilities 
the fresh plant material should be extracted with boiling 
alcohol to which a little sodium carbonate has been added. 
When only a previously dried and stored material is 
available, or when tl\e isolation of the glycoside as such 
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Is not desirad» extraction can be started with low boiling 
petroleum ether jjnd then followed up by a systematic 
extraction with solvents of increasing polarity such as 
benzene, chloroform, acetone, and alcohol, 2!reatment with 
petroleum ether gets rid of the fatty and resinous matter 
which often oomplicate the subsequent isolation of the 
flavonoid3# Petroleum ether soluble flavonoids are of rare 
occurrence ajid extraction with this solvent removes only 
the non-flavonoid constituents* However, recently LindsteAt 
(16,17) has found iqr^roxylsted flavonoids and anthrone 
pigBiaats in ether and petroleum extracts of heart v/oods* 
!I?he flavonoids may come down with any of the above mentioned 
solvents and in oases where flavonoids of varying solubility 
are present together a crude fractionation ms^ even be 
achieved in this way, 'Xhe most extensively used solvents 
for the extraction of the flavonoids, however, are methyl 
and ethyl alcohols. 
The difficulties encountered in the isolation snO. 
purification of flavones and isoflavones from these extracts 
vaiy with the nature and extent of impurities present to 
the solution and may be further enhanced by the presence of 
a number of flavonoids together. In some cases it is 
possible to remove the iaspiiritlso eueh as tancins, pectins. 
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m-acilage, reelns, organic acids and some glycosides, whioli 
can lbe present in varying amount in the alooliol erbraot with 
neutral or basic lead acetate but revy often the flsvones 
are also partially or coapletely precipitated out along with 
the JUapuritles* 
In general» flavones, chalcones etc. containing free 
orthohydroxyl groups in the B ring e.g. Inateolin, quercetin 
etc. give deep yellow to red precipitates i»hen their alcoholic 
solution is treated with neutral lead acetate. After centri-
fugation and washing the precipitate is suspeneed in alcohol 
and decomposed with a stream of hydrogen sulphide^ Bxtrac-
tion of the aqueous alcoholic extract with organic solvents 
such as ether or ethyl acetate has been widely used. 
fhe separation of flavonoids invariably present 
together in the same plant is aecomplished either on the 
basis of difference in solubility or by takijf^  advantage 
of the difference in their acidic properties, Plavones 
containing free hydroxy! groups for example dissolve readily 
in sodiuxQ carbonate and in special oases in. soditisa bicarbo-
nate. Furthermore flavones containing a S-hydroayl and a 
catechol residue some-B^ iere in the molecule form insoluble 
complexes with borates. In this way quercetin has been 
separated from kampferol (18). Lutockhin m.& %rshiMi (19) 
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hwre reooimaended the use of zinc sulphide and potassium 
ferrooyanide as an alternative method for clarifying plant 
extracts. The precipitated zinc ferrocyanide forms a gel 
which carries down the impurities. However, the use of this 
reagent with extracts containing flavonoid compounds has not 
been sufficiently investigated with regard to the possible 
removal of flavonoid substances. 
ghromatograpli^ Y; 
As in other branches of plant chemistry ciuromatography 
has found ready use to the Ijivestigation of flavonoids also. 
I'he more extensive application of adsorption chromatographyt 
however» has not been possible due to the fact that these 
compounds being mostly phenolic in character are very 
difficult to elate ^om the coltums when aliuaina or 
magnesol, the two most convenient and readily available 
adsorbents are used. Silicic acid, silica gel, cellulose 
powder, polyamide and lon-exehaage resins have been used 
in some ce^es. 
Paper chromatography, however, has been very extensively 
used for the pui-pose of chracterisation of kno^ na flavonoids 
and for testing the plant material. In cases where a 
number of flavonoids are present together in very small 
amounts, paper chromatography is the only practicable 
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metliod of separating and identifying the constituents. In 
certain cases quantities sufficient for structural studies 
have also been isolated hj large scale paper chromatography 
For example 22.5 mg. of apigenin was isolated from the 58 g. 
of crude extract of white Dahlia variahilis petals (20). 
fwo dimensional chromatography# run on sheets of filter 
paper using two different solvents in succession at right 
angles to each other has also heen helpful in the separation 
of flavonoid mixtures (21)» It is used whenever the separa-
tion effected by a sin^e solvent is insufficient and over-
lapping of the spots is suspected. 
Most investigators have used Whatman Ho* 1, Schleichler 
and Schull 2043b MSL or occasionally also 2045b or 597, 
folsyo Ho. 50 or Munktell OB. for isolation of aiHigramme 
quantities the substance is streaked on Whatman lo. 3M or 
3HM and eluted iln the usual way* Prior treatment with the 
developing solvent is partiuularly useful in accurate 
determination of Ef values in two dimensional chromatography 
(22)• Thorough equilibration of chromatography papers with 
the vapours of %h.e developing solvents is essential if 
accurate duplication of Ef values is desired. For certain 
special applications papers impregnated with buffers have 
also been employed (22). 
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k large niMber of developing solvents for flavonoid 
compoimds h&r% been reported in tiie literature, ranging 
from water alOne to q.^ aternary organic mixtures saturated 
with water. 
SOLVEHf SYSTEMS GBHEHALLY EB5PL0YED POE 
FLAVOHOID OOMPOUHDS 
Solvent System 
Acetic acid-water 
Butanol-water 
But ano1-acetio 
acid-water 
ia-ore801~acetic 
aeid~water 
Proportions 
( in percentage 
or V/V) 
2-5 per cent 
10-60 per cent 
90 per cent 
sa tura ted 
4 : 1 : 1 , 4:1:2 
4 : 1 : 5 , 5:1:4 
5 :2 :6 , 6:1:2 
12:3:5,20:6:15 
40:12:29 
5:2:43 
Special uses 
leuco auttiocy anins 
All types 
C-methylisoflavones(2 
All types including 
methyl ethers for 
buffered papers, and 
aluminium chloride 
papers. 
All types 
All types 
Ethyl acetate-water saturated. All types 
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Most flaTonoids fXuoresoe in ultraviolet light and 
the spots ean thus be detected by placing the chromato-
graiame under an ultraviolet lamp* PlavanoneSf isoflavones, 
cateohins and leucoanthocyaniaa do not show up in ultraviolet 
li^t but can be easily spotted with spray reagents. On 
exposing the paper to ammonia fumes* the flavonoids, are 
reversibly converted to yellowish and more strongly fluores-
ing phenolate anions. 
^he following are the most commonly used spray reagents: 
i. Ammonia fumes except anthocyanins (24,25). 
2. Sodium csacbonate (1 per cent, 5 per cent) (26,27). 
3. Aluminium chloride (i per cent, 5 per centyethanolic 
(26,27,28). 
4. p-Toluane sulphonic acid (3 per cent ethanolic)(29,30). 
(For leucoanthooyaninSfCatechins and flavonols only) • 
Quite often the Ef values are helpful in providing 
hints on probable substitution pattern and constitution of 
unlmown flavonoids (28)« 
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ABSOEPl'IOI SPSOTHA OF FMYOIOIDS 
She ultraTiolet speotra of the fXavonoide are very 
ciiaracteristic and the different groups of this olass of 
compounds oaa l3e easily distinguished on the basis of their 
ultraviolet absorption. Apart from thist a close study of 
the absorption curves in neutral and alkaline solutions of 
varying basicity can offer valuable information on the 
looatlon of eubstitutiita* fhis becomes extremely important 
in cases where v«iy minute qusntitiea of the material is 
available and chemical degradation studies are not possible. 
With this end in view it is therefore essential to examine 
the spectra of the flavonoids in some detail and to see how 
the introduction of substituents at different positions 
effects the intensity and the region of absorption of these 
compounds . 
Flavones; The main structural feature responsible for the 
selective abaoi'ption of the flavone molecule is the presence 
of two aromatic rings conjugated with the pyrone carbonyl. 
Elng A in conjugation with the carbonyl group csa be 
regarded as the benzoyl ehromophore and ring B in the same 
way as the oinnamoyl ehromophore. Though of course these 
forms interact it is all the same possible to study their 
15 
respeotive contrlbuttons to the selective absorption of 
the molecule. As caa be seea from the possible resoaanoe 
struotyres gXren below. 
III 17 
Substitution in ring A will effect the maximum asso-
ciated with the benzoyl group (31)(III), substitution in 
ring B the one associated with cinnamoyl group (IV). 
In order to sort out the factors which effect the 
spectrum of flec^ one hoaologues it is best to study the 
shifts in the position of the maxima produced with the 
introduction of substitaents in the aromatic rings A and B, 
As can be seen from (III) the 7-po8ition being para to the 
carbonyl has a low electron density and introduction of 
electron donating substituents (auxochromes) would lead to 
a reasonance stabiliaation of this form aad thus produce a 
bathechromic shift of the band associated with the benssoyl 
ohromophore, 
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TkuB i^ereae fl^ ivone Itaelf has two maxima of abomt 
equal iBtensity of 297 and 250 m^ i, hereinafter referred to as 
bands I and II respectively, is 7-hydro3syflavone the 
former is shifted to 308 ma whereas the latter remains 
stationary. In chrysin (5,7-dihy;drox3rflavone) * this effect 
besomes more pronounoed and the spectrtua of this oompotmd 
shows band II to have undergone a shift of about 20 m^ alongv/ith 
an inorease in intensity whereas band I Is shifted by about 
10 m)i and appears only as aa infieotion* 
Similar considerations indicate that band I is affected 
by substitution in ring B of the flavones and the effect is 
most evident when the substituent is located at the 4* 
position* 4'-Hydroxyflavone has band I at 3E7 mu whereas 
ba^d II remains almost unaffected. 
Again in apigenl^ n in i^ich both the positions 7 and 4* 
are occupied by hydroxy groups* the two bands are of 
comparable intensity end are shifted to 336 and 289 mu 
reBpeotive3^. 
1>h©se generalisations are further substantiated by a 
comparison of the spectra of hydroxy flavones in neutral j 
and alkaline solutions aa will be shown later, but as 
regards the spectra iji neutral solution it is essential to 
remember that substitution at positions other than 7 and 4* 
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also has an appreciable effect on the position of the maxima. 
In this oonneotion the next most important features is the 
effect of hydroxylation at positions 5 and 3 of the flavone. 
The %aroxyl groups at these two positions are near enough 
to the carhoi^l of the pyrone ring to allow the formation 
of hydrogen bonding,. The effect of this chelation is similar 
to that of suhstitution at 7 and 4' positions, as can be 
seen from the adduced structures, Thus 5-hydroxyflavone has 
maxima at 337 and 272 m|i aad 3-hydroxyflavone at 344 and 
239 m^* The hydrogen bonding in both these cases is 
destroyed on mothylation which brings about a hypsochromic 
shift of 5 to 13 mji. 
Introduction of a hydroxyl at 3' increases the reaso-
nance stabiisation of a 4* hydroxyl and brings about a 
further bathooh'jpomic shift of 10 to 15 myk (32) • 
,SfIe"!substituted flavones differ not only iff^Me 
positions of tli© bands but the shape of the curves is also 
characteristic. Thus for example in flavones and flavonols 
having a 4* substituted ring B bahd II is sjbagle and well 
defined. Introduction of a further hydroxyl in the 3' 
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poaitioa of the riag as in luteolin and queroitin brings 
about a change in the shape of the band and either two peaks 
or one peak and a pronounced inflection is observed in this 
region. However, where three substitutents are present in 
this ring as in tricsin and a^ricetin band II is again a 
single peak* 
Effect of lethvlatlon and Slyoosldationt 
As is generally the case with aromatic l^droxy compounds 
methylation does not by itself produce aiiy appreciable 
changes in the speoti^ uia and the shifts, if any, are small. 
It has alrea^ been pointed out that methylation of 3 and 5 
hydroxyl brings about a substantial hypsochromic shift due 
to the elimination of I^drogen bonding. Methylation of a 
4' hydro3s^ l causes a hypsochromic shift of 10 mu in the 
position of band I, azid band It is not affected. Glycosida-
tion of hydro^yl other than those at C_and Q„ also has 
little effect on the position of the bands, the spectra 
of hydroj^flavones in alkaline solution, however, differ 
considerably from the spectra of the oorfeapondii^ methyl 
derivatives* 
Acetylation: 
fhe effect of acetylation of the hydroagrl groups of 
flavones is consistent with observations mate on other 
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2ABLE X 
SPEC2RA OF ACEEXL DBRITAflVES Of FMVOHES AHD 
flAVOHOLS ^ 
Compound TVjaax (mu) 
I»aljeolin t e t r a a c e t a t e 
5,7,8-triac8toxyflavone 
Quersetin penta-acstate 
lyrieetin hexaacstate 
5-lceto^-4''-metho2y fla'rone 
7-aoeto23r-4*-nethosyf lavone 
Diosmetin t r i a c e t a t e 
7 -Aceto^-3 *,4• -dimethoacyf lavone 
5,7-i31acetoxy-3' ,4* -dilmetkoxyflavone 
7-acetQxy 5 , 3 ' ,4 ' - t r i iaethoxyflavoae 
Rhasmetin t e t r a - a o e t a t e 
Isorhamsetin t e t r a - a s e t a t e 
Ombuin t r i a c e t a t e 
3,5-diaeetox3r-7,3*,4* «trimethoxyflavone 
7-Aoet02y-3,5,3»,4*-tetramethozyflavone 
5-Acetoxy-3,7,8,3 ' , 4 ' -pentaaietiiosEyxlavoxie 
3,6,7,4* - te t ra -ace tos3f-8 ,3 ' -dimethoxyf lavoae 
300,258 
295,255 
300,252 
298,256 
322,258 
320,257 
339,245 
338,245 
339,244 
306,254 
311,241 
313,256 
328,237 
342,248 
347,250 
319,263,247 
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phenolic coapomids, (DtospliQnol, for example, J^s^ ax E74 agi 
it0 aoetate at 240 mji and piperitone at 235 mji )(33), and is 
to nullify tlie reaonaiiee contribution of the hydroatyi groups. 
Consequently hypsoohroxaic shifts are ohserved on aoetylation, 
the speotraa of a completely aoetylated polyi^droi^flavons 
resembling the spectrum of the imsubstituted flavone. Spectra 
of acetates are uaefxil in the location of the alkoay groups 
of alkoxyhydroxyflavones aa the shifts produced on acetyla-
tion would depend on the location of the free hydroxy1 
groups (Table I). 
Ghaloones: 
The spectra of chalcoaes do not show affiy appreciable 
variations from those of flavoncs, the chromophoric systems 
imrolved being alaost identical in the two cases. Band I 
in polyhydroxychaleonea is strong and occurs between 300-400 
m^, band IX is less pronGunced, and between S80-27G mp., 
A significant featiire of chalisone is that introduction of 
hydroxy1 at 2* position brings about a larger shift than at 
position 4'* fhis, as pointed out in connection with 5 and 3-
0 
hydrojcyflavones is due to chelation of the 2'hydro2yl with 
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the adjacent carbonyl group istitoh results in the resonanoe 
stabilisation of the eliinajaoyl ehromophoire, 
As regards methylatlon the same effects as In the case 
of flavones are observed and the position of methylated 
hydroxyl group is liaportant* SiiBllarly the effect of 
acetylation is the sa^e as with the flavones* 
Leucoanthocyanias and oateohlns: 
In flavones and chalcones the aromatic rings A and B 
are conjugated with the oarbonyl group and this is responsible 
for the char act eristic selective absorption of these oompoiinds 
Gateohins lack the carbonyl group altogether and they thus 
resemble polyhydroxj' benzene rather than flavones and 
chalcones f their spectra show a single maximum at about 
280 mfi* 
Flavanones and Isoflavones; 
Plavanones and isoflavones occupy an intermediate 
position between the highly conjugated flavones, chalcones 
and the unconjugated catechins* 
0 0 
She carboiigrl group i s present but i s not conjugated 
with ring B consequently band I which 1ms been correlated 
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With the oiimaiaoyi grouping i s e i t h e r completely absent 
or of weak Jjatensity, Flavpnonea therefoi^^ show only one 
char act e r i s t i c intense maximum in 270«»290 myi region and 
a t the most an in f l ec t ion a t 300-350 m^. fhe isoflayones 
have hand 11 a t some what lower wave length a t 260-280 m^ i 
band 1 a t about 300 m|a. i s again of low i n t e n s i t y , She 
presence of a hydroxyl a t the 5 pos i t ion af fec ts the 
spectrum in the e&B^e way as in the case of f lavones as cao. 
be seen from a comparison of the parent compound with ? ,4*-
dihydroxyisoflavone, and 5 , 7 , 4 ' - t r i h y ^ o s y i s o f l a r o n e (Sables 
I I and I I I ) , 
fABIE I I 
SPlCffiA Of flAYAHOHES 
Flav®3,on©s Ethanol log ^ 
A max(m)i) 
Flavanone 320 3.37 
250 3.86 
3 ' -hydro:^-4 * -methoagrf lavanone 321 
283 
252 
7,4* -dihydroxyf lavanone 312 
(liquiritegenin) 277 
234 
7-me thoxy-4 * -hydroxyf lavanone 273 
contd* *• 
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5,7-dihydrozfiavanone 
(ptoecembrin) 
S-hydroJQr-i^-iaetlioxyflavanoBe 
7<^tiydrO3^-Sy8*dim0thoxyflavanone 
5 ,7 ,8 - t r i !^droxyf layanone 
5,7-dlhydroxy-8-itt0 thoxyf lavanone 
Haringin 
Pi^unin 
5,7-dihydr0xy-4' -methoxy flavanone (Isosakaraaiin) 
4 * -hy droxy-7,3 ' -dimethoxyf lavanone 
7thydroxy-3' , 4 ' -dimeth,ox3rf lavanone 
7 , 3 • , 4 * - t r ihydara xy f lavanon© (but in) 
5,7,4* - t r l hydro :^ f lavanone 
(naringenia) 
I soxanthobumol 
7,8,4* -triiiydroxyf lavanone 
Hesperidin 
Heaperetia 
314 
288 
290 
325 
287 
360 
293 
840 
292 
330(infl. 
284 
226 
330 
283 
830 
280 
274 
276 
312 
278 
233 
325(infl, 
288 
3,78 
4.36 
.) 
4.28 
3^44 
0 
4.23 
328(infl.) 
289 
294 
238(lnn. 
330 
286 
330(infl, 
289 
.) 
4.27 
contd••. 
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f ABIiB III 
SPICTHA Of IS0PLA70HBS 
Isoflavone Stbanol 
Amax(mii) 
logt 
I so f l avone 
formoiiet in 
Oaaj in 
S e n l s t e i n 
P r u n e t i n 
S e n l s t i n 
Bioohanin-A 
Pseudobap t i s i n 
Poia i fer ia 
Sophor ioos ide 
.methoxyieoflavone 
5 ,7 ,2* - t r imetiioxy-8-met]3iyl 
Isoflavon® 
307 
245 
300 
250 
3 0 8 ( i n f i . ) 
274 
S S K i n f l . ) 
262 
325(iiifX.) 
2 i 2 . 5 
3 3 0 ( i a f l , ) 
262 
326(tzifl*) 
261 
256 
295 
267 
276 
3 3 0 ( i n f l . ) 
262 
259 
249 
3 ,82 
4 .41 
4 .51 
1.48 
1.46 
oont d•»• 
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Santa l 
feo tor lgenin 
5 f 6,7 , 2 * -tetraliydroxy isof lavone 
5 ,6 , ? , 2' -t© trame thoay leof lavojie 
5-demet]^ltlatlaucuay3a 
^ la t l auou ie^ 
7-.me thyXpo do sp t ea t i n 
7 ,2 ' -d iae thy lpodospica t ia 
S,6,7 j2*,4*-pQntamethoxyisoflavone 
Ir igej i in 
I r i d i n 
5 , 6 , 7 , 3 ' ,4* tS'-beacametlioxy-
isof larone 263 4.51 
307 
263 
268 
320 (inflj 
273 
235 
304 (iJifl.) 
281 
247 
335 (iafl.) 
270 
243 
320 
278 (Infl.) 
245 
301 
265 
300 
262 
253 
311 (infl.) 
267 
332 (infl.) 
263 
3.72 
4.20 
4.15 
4.10 
4.29 
4.57 
3.61 
4.29 
4.27 
3.86 
4.12 
4.34 
4.11 
4,33 
4.25 
4.44 
3.11 
3.33 
> 
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2he apeotra of aurones differ to a marked extent from 
those of the iaomeric flavones. fhere is a considerable 
shift of the absorption band towards the visible region and 
the parent compound aurone(benzalcou!aaranone)ha8 altogether 
three maxima as against two of the flavones. These are 
located at 251 m^^ 316 xa^  and 375 m^ and their respective 
intensities in terms of log ^  are 4.10, 4»27 and 4.06, She 
shift towards the visible region has been ascribed to: 
(a) the neater strain involved in the five membered 
heterocyalic ring (34)} (b) the eicooyolie conjugated double 
bend; (o) the chromaiatory effect of the A ring in conjuga-
tion with the 0—OH-B throu^ the ether oxygen atom (35)} 
and (d) the influence of an opposing cross conjugation (32). 
fho ability of -0- to transait conjugation (chromo-
latory effect) has been shown by Bowden* Brands and 
Jones (36) and its effect is more pronounced in aurones 
than in flavones or isoflavones due to the presence of 
the ethylenic double bond. 
Geisaaan attaches great importanoe to the effect of 
the presence of an opposing system of cross conjugation 
and explains the spectra of hydroxyaurones on the basis 
of this factor. In the c^e of flavones cross-conjugation 
27A 
Is oTarshadowed by the aontri'bu.tions of struolnirea Xiie I I | \ 
4 - t -
A comparison of the spectra of flavone and aurone 
reveals that band II of the former is displaced in aiironea 
to 316 m]i and band I to 379 mji, She long wave length band 
In the ease of aurone has been correlated with the 
0~Cj-.c=C-.B- ehromphore and it is further noted that 
substitution in the B-ring does not effect the spectra of the 
aurones as much as substitution in ring A. In this respect 
again there is a discrepancy between flavones and related 
compounds and aurones* 
As can be sem from the Tablel? Introduction of a 
hydroxy at the 6 position of aurones which corresponds 
to the 7 position of Jtlavones bring about a hypsochromic 
shiiet of 35 m^ in the position, of the long wave length 
band of auron©t whereas in flavones there is a bathochromic 
shift of 11 B^ only. It is further noted from the adduced 
spectra of a aurone and 6 hydroxyaurone that the two 
remaining bands of aurone are present as mere inflections 
in the spectrum of 6-hydro::Qraurone, 
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TABIS IT 
IiOKG WAri LSHGf H BANDS OF PLAYOHBS ASD AUEOHBS 
Subs t i t ue i i t 
Pa ren t comound 
5i.hydroxy 
7-hyaro3Qr 
2*-liydroagr 
4* ~ h y t r o : ^ 
S-l^dxoxy^ 
Plavone 
>max 
297 
297 
308 
i» • 
327 
337 
t 
*'# 
0 
-k-U 
• • 
+ 30 
-v40 
a 
Aurones 
Aiaax 
379 
381 
344 
402 
405 
389 
AA 
• • 
^2 
+ 35 
1-23 
t26 
+10 
a A X ^ difference in ma tsetween the maximiua of the 
parent compoond ^ad that of the Bubstituent 
compound. 
h -this is the 6»position in the aorone series. 
0 —this is the 4 position in the surone series. 
Geissman aad Harborne have explained this on the 
basis of increased contribution of the A ring-C = 0 chromophor 
and have suggested that the hig^ intensity maxiBnuB at 344 
ia|i in the spectrum of 6«-hydroxyaurones is associated with 
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this grouping. In contrast to this the introduction of a 
4*-hydro::^ l which affects the B-ring carhon^l contribution 
produces a shift of E6 ia|a in the position of the long 
wave length band. 
Introduction of •'l-hydroa^ l which would correspond to 
5-hydro;!!3rl of flavone© and isoflaTones produces a shift of 
only 10 ap in aurone where BB in flavones there is a 
shift of 40 Biji. 5Jhis has its basis in the decreased 
polarity of the aurone a carbonyl which is also evident in 
the case of aethylation of 4-.hydro3qrl» 2!he net result 
of this decreased- polarity being a decrease in the extent 
of hydrogen bonding. 
Aurone Glycosidest 
Aurone glycosides again differ to a certain extent 
froia those of flavones. fhereas in flavones glyoosidation 
does not produce any change in the spectrum as is shown by 
the spectra of luteolin, apigenin and their glycosides; in 
aarones a shift of about -\-4 *6inu is observed, fhis 
again is due to the increased participation of the A ring 
—C~0 chromophore. fhe introduction of sugar residue to 
a ^ droxyl of this ring, as is the case with all naturally 
occuring aurone glycosides, decreases the auxoehromio effect 
of a free hydrosqrl. 
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Spectra of glayonoida in Basic Medimii; 
fhe absorption ciirves of flarones, chalconest iao-
flavones, flaTanones lajad cateohins are thus easily dia-
tingmishable from each other and generally the ultraviolet 
spectrum of an isolated flavonoid provides conclusive proof 
of its nature. Determination of 9tructia*e with the aid of 
ultraviolet spectra can, however, be carried a step further 
and indications of the probable substitution pattern 
obtained by the exaaination of ultraviolet spectrum in 
neutral solutions can be confiraed and extended by observ-
ing the effect of chtsnge of pH on the speotruxo. If for, 
exataple the spectrum of a flavone in alkaline medium shows 
no shifts of the absorption bands than tlio presence of a 
free hydros^ yl group is ruled out* The effect of alkali on 
a phenolic hydros!^ ©coup is to induce the formation of 
the phenolate ion vjhich increases the electron density 
of the benaene nucleus and thus gives rise to a bathochromio 
shift in the speofrum. In order to utilise this effect to 
the fullest advantage it is preferable to examine the 
shifts produced by basic reagents of different strength, 
Sodiiim acetate (31,37) and sodium ethylate (33,39) are 
the t^ fo reagents most oomaionly used for this purpose. 
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glayoneg and flayoaolat 
The s l ig i i t ly "basic sodium aoetate s t i raulates the 
lon i sa t ion of only the more strongly ac id ic 7 , 4 ' - and 
3'-hydr0xyl groups and produces a sh i f t only when a free 
hyiroxyl p'oup i s preaent at these positionSf ion i sa t ion 
of 3,4'-hydro3Qrl produces a hathochromio s h i f t of hand I . 
The lon iaa t ion of 7-.hydroxyl on the other hand e f fec t s 
band I I only* (fable ?) 
fABLB ? 
EFPBCJf OF SODIUM AOEf AfB ON BMB I I 01 PI.A70HSS ASD FLAVOHOiS 
Plavone X max (fflp) 
Sthanol EtOH-HaOAo ^:Ch 
7-Hy aro:^f lavone 
7-Hy droxy-4 * -methyoxyf lavone 
Apigenin 
Vitexin 
Iiuteolin 
Kaempferol 
3,7-dihydroxy-4* ,4-dtiaetho2y 
fiavone 
Quercetin 
250 
255 
269 
270 
255 
266 
259 
257 
270 
263 
278 
281 
269 
275 
273 
268 
20 
13 
9 
11 
14 
9 
14 
11 
cont d«•• 
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Eutim 
Gossypin 
Q^enkwaniii 
I h o i f o l i a 
3*h.ydroxyflavone 
3,3 •, 4' ~tr ihydroxyf lavoae 
Sobinin 
Querciffieritrin 
Ombuin 
Soseypi t r in 
258 
262 
269 
269 
239 
250 
268 
257 
256 
262 
270 
281 
268 
269 
239 
249 
267 
258 
256 
262 
12 
19 
-1 
0 
0 
-1 
-1 
1 
0 
0 
Flayanoiies and Isoflavoaes: 
A free jiydroxyl at the 7 pos i t ion of the isoflavone r 
L. 
"I c5 
i I 
4 0 0 
^ 
5 U 
13 ' 
V) , 
r 
I 
J 
and flavanones is sufficiently acidic to be ionised by fused 
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sodiim acetate and tkua results in a bathocbromic shift of 
about 10 myt. in the case of isoflavones ^ ad 36.^ WfL in 
flavanones (fables ?I and ?II)• 
fABLE ?I (40) 
IHFLUBHOE OP SODIUM ACEf A2E AND ALUMIITOM CHLOEIDE 01 THE 
SPEOfEA OP ISOFMTOESS 
Isof lavone ^ max mp. 
OgHgOH^ laOAe^ A10| 
7--Hy dpo3y-4 •-methoxjrisof layone 
(Fonaonetin) 250 260 
Osa^ia 2?4 274 
5 ,7 ,4 ' - fr i i iydroxrisof lavone 
(Genistein) 262 271 274 
5,4'-Dihydro3cy-7-glucosidoxy-^ 
isoflavone(&en48tin) 262 262 273 
5,7-Dihydroxy-4* -methoxy-
isoflavone (Bioohanin-A) 261 271 
Pomiferin 276 276 
5,7-Dihydro33r-4» -gluco3tdoxy~ 
isoflavone (Sophorlcoside) 262 275 276 
5,3* ,4*~'E^ il:^ rd^ oxy-7-meth0xy-
iBOflavone (Sant^l) 263 274 
5,2' -Dihydroa^-e ,7,5' -tr ime thoay-
isoflavone( 265 277 
contdo • 
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g, 7,3»-f r ihydroxy-e , 4 S 
5 ' -triffietlsosEy-'isof lavon© 
( I r igea tn ) 267 277 
5,3 •-Dlhydrosy^e, 4 * t 
5»-triiaethoay-7-glucosid03;y-
isoflavone (IridJji) 268 268 
5,7,2'-Srihydro3ty-6,5*-
(Podosplcatin) 263 275 273 
5-HyaroaE3r-6 #7,2' » 
5' -tetraaethoiy-
isoflavone 262 275 
a Absolute ethimol. 
I) Absolute ethanoi •+-fused sodium acetate* 
0 Absolute ethanol ir 3 dropa 10 per cent 
aqueous aluminum chloride. 
mfwmm of SODIUM mmam mn kmumm mmntm oi fHE 
Hmmmm^ ^ # § 0 ^ ^ SfaO&l AIS3 
^-HydroscyflaiyaaoBe 27? 338 277 
7 ,4 * -•BlliirdrosQrf Isiffiiione 
( M ^ A r l t l ^ e n i a ) E7# 338 E76 
(ButiB) 078 038 278 
S i7-l>l%dro:i^r2a7asi6ii« 
(PtixoesmlJfiii/ 20t 329 31£ 
Cteriaag^Rte) S9G 328 311 
fisyasimss 287 
5,7 g 3 * - f apifeydro3Qr*4* --aetlioxy* 
fla^raBoii^ (H«>sporeti3a); 2SS 328 
310 
flsErano»e(fa3clfolin} 801 330 314 
S ,7-I>t3i3raros;7«-4*Hii0tteo3Qr-
flaTaJioniedsosa&ursiaetia) 292 326 312 
287 309 
Sii7f4**4?riJNyiroxy-3*-met33©3!^* 
f lav^on© (Homoeriodiclgrdl) 289 328 311 
311 
S**Hy droxy-?»3 *, 4 * - f riseetoa^r-* 
f l s r ^ sone . 274 - 303 
oozitd*** 
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••iMMtiMMMmMM 
Xsosaktitranetin f-rhamnogluoosid© (Poacir ln) 
Briodictyol 7-rliajai3i6gla.ooBide 
(Br ioe l t r in ) 
Hesperetln 7~ruti»B8ide 
(Hesperidin) 
Hesperetin T-ntohesperidoeide 
5,4* -Bihydro3Ey~7-metlioagr 
flavanoae (S^birametln) 
Sakuraneti&»5<*gIuoos!ide 
(Sakuraaain) 
Nsrliigenin-7-glucoslde (Pnmia) 
Har ingenin-7-rliaiimogluco side 
lOiiilii iiiiinriii..«iiii.iiri.i.i I III . Ill 111 I nm I in i i i i i. i i. i u li il mi 
283 
285 
285 
285 
287 
281 
284 
284 
283 
285 
285 
285 
287 
281 
284 
284 
308 
306 
308 
308 
310 
281 
308 
308 
a Absolute ethenol 
b Absolute ethanol oaturated with fused sodium acetate* 
e» Absolute ethanol saturated with alumiato 
chloride hexahydrmte* 
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Spectra of compoiinas not eontainiag a 7-hydroxyl are 
not affected by the addition of tfee soditim aeetate* 
^-hydroxyl is very often tlie site of attachment of the 
sugar residue in isoflavone glycosides e.g. G-enistin* This 
can be confirmed by examining the spectra of the glycoside 
and the hydrolysed product in alcoholic sodium acetate. 
S Q dium Bthylate: 
!Ehe increased basicity of sodium ethylate makes it less 
opecifie in its action, but it is a useful rdagent for 
characterisation of hydror^flavanoida. A limitation iia use 
of this reagent is that 4*-hydroxyflavonol8 and flavones 
having a hydroquinone or pyrogallol arrangement of hydroasyls 
decompose within a aainute in a 0.01 H sodium ethylate 
solution and the spectra of such coiapounds can not be taken 
in this solution. She usefulnesei of the spectra in sodium 
ethylate solution lies chiefely in the investigation of 
partially alkylated or partially deallsylated flavones and 
isoflavones. The most pronounced shifts in the position of 
band 2 are observed with compound containing a 4'-hydroxyl 
( tTK— 50-60 an) (38„39) band II remains unaffected and its 
intensity is decreased* lonisation of 7-hydroxyl produces 
a shift of 34 mu in the position of baad I but a decrease cf 
32 per cent in its intensity, i^ereas baaad II undergoes a 
38 
sMfU of 12 laa and I t s intensity i s marksedly increa0ed(38,39)< 
fhese conclusions are borne out fey the spectra of 7-hydro3^T 
5f*4'~dimetho3ty flavone and that of 5,7,3'-tri~0-methyl 
luteol in in ethanol and 0.002M sodium ethylate (38t39). r 
i^ . 
300 350 T!5o 
J 
The effect of ionisation of a 5-hydroxyl is illustrated 
by the Bpeotrum of 5-!hydrozy-7,4*-diEiethoxyflavone. Band I 
becomes an Inflection of low intensity where as band XI 
shows an inerease of intensity and a bathochromic shift of 
about 21 la^ . 
Aluminum Chloride: (€),41,42,43,44) 
Aluminum chloride foi^s chelate oomplexes with compounds 
containing § or 3-hydroxyl# fhe complex formed with the 
39 
S-hydroasy colipotmd lias a g rea te r s t a b i l i t y towards acids and 
t h i s featiare has been used in d i s t i n g a i ^ i n g between 3-hydroxy 
and 3-glyoo8idosyflavone, 
fhese complexes have a quasi aromatic struotiare and 
the r e s u l t i n g bathochromie sh i f t i s used for e s t ab l i sh ing 
the presence of 5 or 3-hydro3Q?'l groups in flaTones and of 
5-hydroxyl in isoflavonea« As can be seen from the t ab les 
V and YJII* In S-hydroxyflavones, or 5-hydroxyflavcmols 
in which the S-hydroaqrl i s p ro tes ted . This sh i f t aaounts 
t o about 20-45 mjXf :in flaTonas and f lavonols , and 11-14 myt 
i n isoflavonos* In 3-hydroxyfiaTones the s h i f t i s usual 3^ 
of about 60 2 ^ . 
H&Bm 71X1 
SPSOSSA OF ALUMBPJM GOUPiBXSS OF S-HYmOX'fPMVOHES 
Flavone 
Apigenin 
Yitexln 
liUteolin 
Rhoifolin 
\t!k&X 
.; BtOH 
I II 
356 
335 
350 
334 
269 
270 
268 
255 
269 
(ail) 
xa 
381 
371 
390 
381 
A101-, 
lb " 
34S 
341 
362 
347 
Ila 
303 
304 
277 
301 
lib 
278 
279 
263 
278 
Sh^ 
45 
36 
40 
47 
40 
IMmmMfMBlOlSi OP fM?OHOID COMPOUHIS 
flm study of flavonoid ptgpienta goes back to 1890 
when tho eliemlstry of flavones was elmfeidated fey ^ on 
Kostffiaeekl, Herzig and A»J,Perkia. Pieard (1864) was the 
first to Isolate chxysia in the p\ire form and to study its 
degradation with lalkalis. He was able to show that phloro-
gluciaol, aoetic aoidt acetophenone and benasola acid were 
formed as product is of a|Lkali cleavage* On the basis of this 
information Von Kostaneoki suggested the right structure for 
the compound and ©ubsequently he succeeded in confirming the 
proposed structure by an elegant synthesis of chrysin* 
Anthocyaning were first isolated by Willstatter, who 
taking advantage of the earlier work of Von KostanocJci on 
flavones estabiisfeed the constitution of these compound, 
Wtllstatter and Robinson in the following years clarified 
the chemistry of this class of plant pigments. The naturally 
oeeurtog athocyanilns were classified and a nuiaber of 
syntheses were achieved. 
fhe close relationship between catechins and anthooyanlne 
was next establislied by Freudenberg (45). He showed that 
simple catalytic hydrogenation converted cyanidin into 
dl-epicatechin, diostereomer of catechin. Cyanidin was 
related earlier by Willgtatter (46) to quercetin and was 
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shovm to be formed by the reduction of the latter compound. 
fhe various flaTonoids were thus shown to differ in 
their exidation levels and it was natural to suppose that 
such redox processes take place in nature and ohalcone was 
considered to be the most primitive compound in the biological 
evolution of the flavonoids. Ihis simple scheme of bio-
genetic origin had, however, to be revised in order to 
explain the difference in the substitution pattern of 
anthoeyanins, isoflavones and flavones and a parallel origin 
of these compounds from a common precursor was later postulated 
by Bobinson. !Ehe underlying unity in structure and the 
co-oeeurence of neighboiiring groups of anthoxanthines in 
nature would indicate that inter conversions at least within 
the same group of flavonoids take place by simple oxidation 
reduction process. 
A detailed study of these interoonveraions of flavonoids 
has be®a made and a brief summary of these interconversioHS 
is given below. 
Interconversion of chalcones and flavanonest 
Conversion of chalcones to flavanones takes place very 
readily and the two forms are usually in equiliberium in 
solution. Alkali favours the formation of chalcones and acid 
of flavanones. fhe latter are less soluble in alcohol and 
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separate out first on fraotional crystallisation• An 
important part is played here by tli© presence of Q-^hi^ditoy^l 
in clialcones (5-hydroxyl in flaTanonee')(47). In such cases 
the flavanone is the stable isomer and can be easily isolated. 
In the synthSisis of flavanones the chalcone intermediate 
is first methylated at ail positions except 2* and then 
cycliaed in alcoholic sulphxiric acid or phosphoric acid 
at elevated temperatures, but the reaction is never complete. 
As the 2* position is chelated it is not difficult to teeep 
it free during the raethylation reaction* fhe reverse reaction 
is carried out in alcoholic potassium hydroxide. 
Oonvereioa of flavanonea into flavonols and flavones: 
The methylene group of the "Y- pyrone ring in flavanones 
is activated by the adjacent earbonyl and reacts easily 
with a number of feagents such as bromine, selenium dioxide, 
and aiisyl nitrite, Amyl nitrite was first used by Von 
Kostanecki (48) for the conversion of flavanones into 
flavonols* The free hydroxy! groups of hydroxyflavanones 
have to be protected by 
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Seliaiim dioxide in aa^yl Bloohol briags afeout the 
dehyarogeiiatioii to flavoae tiiom^i here again free liydroxylt 
i f presentt &^v® to be proteoted. Shis i s best achieved 
by oar3:^i»g out the reaction l a acetic aiii^drid© tostead of 
in aayl alcohol* Dehydrogeaatioa of the bromiae compound 
was first carried out by Ton Kostaneoki, Semplen and Bo^ar 
(49,50) l a te r modified th i s by oaanrying out the bromination 
of aoetatea of hydroxyflavsaones in ul traviolet* Recently 
H-^broasueoinisida (§i,§2) has be^a used for this purpose. 
In a l l these QBB^G the broaoderivative i s conyerted by mild 
treatment with alkiili to flavone with the elimination of 
a molecule of hydrcjgen bromide • fhese two steps can be 
oombined i f iodiUfie in glacial aoetic acid i s used and 
dehy^ohalogenation i s then effected by the addition of 
sodium acetate (58) .• 
Bireot conversion of cha.lcon« Jbato 
flavones* flavonolsa dihy^oflavgnols 
and auronest 
#iPWwff^Mw»»B*»Mn>!iwiwi»MMiL]niiiiBj iili.iiri 
Flavanones are considered to be the intermediates in 
the direct conversion of ohaleones into flavones. Protec-
t ion of the free h^irdroxyl p^ups hj methylation in positions 
- ftther than B* i s again essential* 
f wo products lare obtained by the action of alkaline 
hydrogen peroxide on chalcolies* flavanones are fvtmed em 
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Seliniiiun dioxide in aagrl alcohol brings about the 
dehydrogeaation to flavone though here again free hydroxyl, 
if present, have to be protected, This is best achieved 
by carrying out the reaction in acetic anhydride inatead of 
in Msyl ^ cohol, Dehydrogenation of the bromine compound 
was first carried out by Von Kostaneoki, Zemplen and Bognar 
(49,50) later modified this by carrying out the bromination 
of acetates of hydroxyflavanones in ultraviolet# Eecently 
H-broasucciniiaide (§1,52) has been used for this purpose, 
Xn all these ce^es the bromoderivative is converted by mild 
treatment with alkali to flavone with the elimination of 
a molecule of hydrogen bromide. These two steps can be 
combined if iodine in glacial acetic acid is used and 
dehy^ohalogenation is then effected by the addition of 
©odium acetate(53) • 
direct conversion of chalcQn<B into 
flavones, flavonolS)! difiydroflavonols 
and aurones: 
Plavanones are considered to be the intermediates in 
the direct conversion of chalcones into flavones. Protec-
tion of the free hydrojsyl groups by methylation in positions 
pther than 2* is again essential. 
Two products are obtained by the action of alkaline 
hydrogen peroxide on chalcoties^  flavanones are f»rmed as 
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mechanism was suggested. Eeoentl^ (57) oxidative ring 
expansion to flavonol with alcoholic hydrogen peroxide has 
also laeen obserred. 
Aurone to flavone 
A.urone to flavonol 
U ^ Y ^ ^ 
Oonversion of flavanonea 
into 3-hydroxyflavanone's 
Bromination of flavanonea Isy 2emplen and Bognar (50) 
in the three position has been mentioned earlier* She 
bromine can be replaieed in two steps, (i) by acetoxyl 
(ii) h^ a hydro:^l but dehsjrdration can also take place here 
leading to the formation of flavone. Shis is due to the 
fact that axial hydroa:yl produced by the substitution on 
carbonyl activated methylene group is situated trans to 
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GonreTBion of flavonolds iato the 
One of the d i s t i a e t i v e fea tures of the flaYoaoMs i s 
the formation of eoloared produots oa reduet ion with magnesiiaa 
and hydrochloric acid and t h i s very c h a r a c t e r i s t i c r eac t ion 
i s used extensively now as a t e s t for f lavones, flavanones 
and f lav^aols in the labora tory , fhere has been a grea t 
deal of controversy regarding the natia?e of the products 
formed in t h i s and other a l l i e d rediactions. W i l l s t a t t e r and 
Mallisoa (46) reduced t a e r ae t i n in a lcohol ic hydrochloric 
acid with aa^eaitim and i so la ted a product .whi(^ they 
considered t o be i d e n t i c a l with cyanidin ch lo r ide . Robertson 
and Robinson «62) used l e r z ig^s method of reduct ive aoety la-
t i on with aino dus t , ace t i c anhydride and sodiuia ace ta te 
and detained in some what be t t e r y i e lds than by W i l l s t a t t e r * s 
method rhamnetinidin chloride from rhamnetin. Ashina and 
Inbuse (63) invest igated the behavioiar of flavones* 
flavanones and flavonols on reduct ion in basic medium 
with sodium amalgasi and alcohol as wel l as in ac idic mediiim 
with afi^esium and hydrochloric a c i d . 2 h ^ found t h a t 
flavanones and flavones are converted in to the corresponding 
flavyliiim s a l t s on reduction with eodiiaa amal^m and 
treatment of the intermediate product with hydrochloric a c id . 
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PlaYonolB suoii as q,uereetin, however, casi not be reduced by 
this method if the 3-hydroxyl is free. Ihese observations 
were later ooiifirmed by Geissman who found that S-hydroay-
flavones couid only toe redmoed in acidic aedlma* 
A possible course of the reduotion to flavylium salts was 
suggested by Ashljia im& Inbuss* fhey assimed that the 
pyrone double bond is reduced simultaneously with the 
carbonyl group, water is eliminated and the resulting base 
rearranges -vyith the formation of the oxonium compoimd. 
o«~ cr 
Malkin and Nierenstein contented that . the proposed 
structures were not in line with the obsearvations made 
with other pyrone derivatives (64) <. Dimethyl Y~P3^o^® o^ 
similar reduction gives a dimsric product, and they suggested 
that siiuilar products were formed In the case of the 
flavones and that Willstatter had obtained this dimeric 
product quercetylene and not cyanidin ohloriAe, Geissman(65) 
also believes that flavanones are not reduced in a similar 
meaner as the flavones and flavonols and that the colour of 
the reduotion product can be e^^lalned from ttie following 
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structure© as well* 
V f X ) H 
OCrO^ 
^V^ ^ r-\-
Seshadri azid J*mm&9 (66) regard tlie ismiediate produot 
of reductive acsetylatioa to fee flae7-3-»ene-3<»ol-acetate and 
h&r0 proposed tiie .tollowiag aecha»ieia» 
The reaction could fee yiauaHsed as afXectlug not 
only the carhonyl group ^ t also the pyrone double boad. 
That the l a t t e r i s actually more es^ily reduced is indicated 
by the ea r l i e r f^jadijogs that the reduction of chalcone with 
zinc dust and acetic acid yields dl-l^drochalcone, The 
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format ion of flavan-diol derivative is followed by the 
elimination of the elements of water giving rise to the 
proposed flav-*3-ene-.'5-ol acetate. In the presence of z 
alcoholic hydrochloric acid* deacetylation is aocompatiied hy 
the oxixdation yielding the flavylium salt« 
A number of other methods have been used for reduction 
and iiE^ roved yields have been obtained* 
llayonolst Raney nickel (67) and lithium aluminum hydride 
(68) 
Bihydrof lavono Is t Mthitam aluain\im hydride (69), sodium 
borohydride (70) have been very sueeessfully employed for 
the reduction of the dihyaaroflavonols. OataSytio hydro-
genation with Baney niclcel miay be considered a step further 
to yield catechin (65). 
glavonea and glavanones: Catalytic reduction (65) gives 
the best yields. Sodium borohydride has also ^^€00^ used. 
In all these cases the product which is either 
flavan 3,4~diol or flavan-4*ol is finally treated with 
alcoholic hydrochloric acid to convert it to the corres-
ponding anthooyanidin chloride. 
§2 
Oonvereion of Flavyliiam 
salt into flavones: 
fhe oxidation requj^ed for the oonreraion proceeds in 
very poor yields, fhe best results have been obtained when 
sodltim carbonate and sodium hydroxide solutions have been 
used (71)• Ihis method has no synthetic application. 
Interconversion of flavylium 
salts and cateohinst 
The conversion of cyanidin chloride to epicatechin has 
be^a mentioned. Iho reverse reaction w ^ carried out by 
Appel and Bobinson (72) using bromine as oxidising agent. 
f he bromotetra meth;yloyanidin bromide so obtained yields 
catechin on boiling with hydriodic acid and red phosphorous. 
The conversion is easier wit^ If-bromosucclnimlde and catechin 
acetate in carbontetrachloride solution (73). The monobromo 
compound ©an b© converted by treatment with acetic acid to 
leucocyanidtnenol acetate whidi can be hydrolysed by alcoholic 
hydrochloric acid to the cyanidin chloride. 
Qonv^aion of flavonolg 
into dihydroflavonolst 
Oatalytio reduction does not proceed satisfactorily. 
SoSlum dithionite was used by Pew (74) for the reduction 
of quercetin to taxifolin in 45 per cent yield. A side 
reaction with this method is the formation of 2-benayl~ 
coumaranone which in some instances becomes the main product 
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of the ijeaotion, 
OonYereion of dihydrO" 
flavonols into flavonoXst 
T]3e dehydrogenation Jme been affected by a number of 
methodss (1) ClnnaQilo acid in presence of palladised 
char Goal wae used by Kotake and Kmbota (75). 5Phey obtained 
B^ rrioetin from ampelopein by this method, fil) Alkaline 
hydrogen peroxide wasj uaed by Miarakami and Irie (76). 
Behydrogenation can also take place tinder mild basic condi-
tions such BB in anhydrous acetone and potassium carbonate (77) 
and for this reason various methyl ethers of flavonols are 
often obtained on methylation of dihydroflavonols. (%i.X^ The 
most convenient reagent is iodine and potassium acetate in 
boiling acetic acid (78). 
fhe ready dehy<irogenation of the natural dihyroflavonols 
is due to the trans orientation of the 2 iyrdrogen atoms (78) 
Synthetic dihydroflavones differ in their behaviour accord-
ing to the method of preparation, fhose obtained by substi-
tution of hydroxyl in 3 position by fenton*s reagent do not 
dehydrogenate easily and have to be ,>isomerised with a base 
catalyst first. 
Interoonversion of Iso-
flavonee and Isoflavanonesi 
Isoflavones into isoflavanonest 
Catalytic reduction is the only convenient method for 
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hydrogenation. Copper aliromite, pa l ladlaed ciiarcoal and 
platinxM oxide have been used as catjilyst (79) . Uncontrolled 
reduct ion goes upto IsoflaTenes and i sof lavans . %clroxyl 
groups are methylated or aoetyla ted , p r io r to the reduct ion 
and sub8eq.uently removed. 
laoflavanones in to Isoflayoneai 
SeleniiiUQ d i o ^ d e (80) in ace t i c anhydride or aisyl 
alcohol has heen uaed for the oxidat ioh. H-hromosuceinimide 
and iodine i n alooholio medium in presence of sodium ace ta te 
have been used in oome cases* 
Oonversioa of flavonoide 
in to isoflgyonoidsi 
fhe l iosyl der iva t ive of i \ ) catechin te t ramethyl e ther 
y i e l d s tetramethox3fisoflav-2-ene on heat ing with quinol in 
or hydrassiae hydrate as the r e s u l t of isomeric change (81)» 
With the diastereomeric (-) epicatechin the el iminat ion of 
water takes place with the formation of a f lav-2-ene , Shis 
i s due to the fact t h a t here the hydrogen at ion and hydro xyl 
groups are t r ans to each other and el iminat ion i s thixs 
f a c i l i t a t e d . S to l l a r conversion has been observed to take 
place on heat ing flavajiones with lead t e t r a ace ta te (82) 
vfhen along with the corresponding aoeto:xy f lav^ iones , the 
isoflavones are a,|so formed. 2he reac t ion proceeds over 
the intermediate 3-aceto3£y compounds, rearrangement taking 
place during $he el imination r e a c t i o n . 
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Blng Igomeric Qhangeat 
2!he oxidationt reduction and rearrangement processes 
eniimerated aboim show the posaibllity of interconyersion 
of different groups of flayonoids and the conditions 
tmder which these trajasformation take place • Hot all 
these reactions are of synthetic iasportance and the extent 
to fldiich they have a counterpart in the plant cells is 
still a matter of con^ucture* A study of these reactions 
is significant, however, in the elucidation of the 
structural problems. Ihe ring isomeric change belongs 
to the same category and shows how labile the flavone 
skeleton is and that care has to be talcen in the inter-
pretation of the reactions in which mild acidic or basic 
medium has been used* 
In the demethy3.ation experiments with 5 and 8 substi-
tuted flavones for example It was observed that along 
with methylation ring opening and subsequent cyclisation 
at a different position had taken place* Wessley and 
Mosser (83) observed that 5,8,4'-trimethoxy 7-hydroxy-
flavanone yielded 6,6,7,4*tetrahydroxyflavone when demethy-
lated in the usual manner with hydiiodic acid. In certain 
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cases this isomeric change takes place even undecr mild 
conditions* SOf for example, norwogonin changes into 
baicalein even on boiling tor 6 hours with a mixture of 
glacial acetic acid and concentrated hydrochloric acid(84) 
and also with other acids (85)• 
Methylation of flavones, isoflavones etc. with 
dimethyl sulphate and potassium carbonate in acetone 
pTQ&QBia without any change, hut the less stable flavanones 
undergo a similar isomeric change on methylation. 5,8* 
Dihydroaqr-'V-methoxyflavanone is thus converted to 5,6,7-
tr iaietho::^ rf lavonones. 
In order to eliminate the possibility of ring isomeric 
change daring demethylation aluminum chloride in boiling 
benaene (86) should be used* Similarly the use of excess 
of dimethyl sulphate and curtailing the period of reaction 
reiiK)V0s the possibility of change during methylation. 
In certain oases the isomeric change has been used 
with advantage in. synthesis • fhus the 5,7,a-triraethoxy-
flavones are easy to prepare and can be converted by treat-
ment with hydriodic acid to 5,6,7-trlhydro3Qrflavones which 
are otherwise difficult to prepare. 
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^he ring isomeric ch^ige does not take pSiaGe when a 
hydrosyl sutostituent is present in the 3-po8ition. Similarly 
the phenyl ring of isoflavones also hinders the isomerisation, 
It is obvious that the isomerisation must involve opening 
of the pyrone ring and that the eleetrophilic activity of 
the 2 position is involved in this, ^he substitution at C-2 
reduces the eleetrophilic charaeter of 0-2 and thus exerts 
an stabilising influence* However» it has been found that 
under forcing conditions rearrengeiaent taices place here also. 
The proposed aeohanism of the isomeric change can be seen 
from the chart. 
OH OH 0 
OH X .OH I  
OH 0 
OH 1 OH il 
JHV^ 
K=A> ,VVJ^ «V CM 
The greater stability of 6,6t7-lqrdroxyl arrangement has been 
explained by Baker and Robinson on the basis of ohelatin. 
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Another related tr^sformation is observed when the side 
phenyl carries a hydro^l in the 2* position. Here it is 
interesting to note that the phenyl ring originally present 
as a substituent heoomes part of chromane system. 
OCHa 
OCH5 
Xsoflayones? 
2he acid catalysed Wessely Moser rearrangement (87) of 
5,7,8^trihydro3yisoflavon€s to 5,6,7-trihydro3qrisoflavones 
occurs here also on heat ing with hydriodic acid i n ace t i c acid 
©he bass catalysed Wessely Moser rearnangement does not 
take place in the flavones and chromones but i s observed in 
the isoflavones and t h i s conversion has been used in the 
sysnthesis of muniiigin which involves the isomerisat ion 8,4*~ 
dibenzylo3:y-5-hydro3^-7-.metho3^isoflavone (88 ) . The 
demethylation of 2'-meth03^4soflavones by acidic reagents 
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leads to extensive reslnificatlon (89) and it is suggested 
that this is due to their traasformation into acid senaitive 
S-aroylbenafuraas * 
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aOLOOE EEAGflOHf 
Colour reactions are used to establish the presence of 
flavonoid pl^euts Iri plants and to get some indication of 
the structural type :Lnvolved, Golourleee plsnt tissues such 
as flowers and seeds, if they contain flavonoids give a 
yellow colour on exposure to aaitaonia fumes. Coloured flowers 
can be assuaed to contain anthocyanins and their colour 
generally changes to violet or blue in presence of asmaonia. 
If the anthocynln is accompanied by flavones aismonia vapours 
produce a change to biue green or green. A better and more 
reliable way of detecting the presence of flavonoids in any 
part of the platit is to extract it with alcohol, remove the 
colouring matter from the extract with petroleum ether and to 
test the nearly colourless solution so obtained with amaonia 
or magnesium and hydrochloric acid, The latter reaction is 
positive when a colour change to pink -orange or red takes 
place and is given by flavones, flavanones and flavonols, 
their ethers and glycosides. The test is generguily not 
given by iaoflavones, chalcones and aurones. 
'^ he magnesium hydrochloric acid test, originally intro-
duced by Shinoda (90) can also be used to distinguish 
between flavones, flavonols and flavanones. As can be seen 
from the table given on the following page the actual shade 
of colour depends on the location of the substitucnts. It 
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TABIiB 
COIiOOE RSACflOHS OP FLATOHOIDSOl) 
Flavonoid 
type 
bhaX cones 
Dlhydro-
claialcones 
Atirones 
Plavanones 
Flavones 
FXavanonols 
AqmaouB 
KaOH 
Orayoge to 
red 
Coloui'-
lesa to 
pal© 
yellow 
Eed to 
purple 
Gone#1280^ 
Orange «red 
or Magenta 
Coloiirlees to 
pale yellow 
Bed to 
stagenta 
Yellow to (^ fflige to 
orange in ei^ imsoii 
the cold 
deep red 
or pijrple 
on heating 
Yellow 
Very pale 
yellowt 
quiokly 
chaxiging 
to brown 
Magnesium-
HOl 
Sons 
ISone 
None 
Red^Magenta 
Tiolet1 
and hlue 
Intense yellow Yellow 
to orange to red 
solution often 
with Jfehar act er-
istic fluores-
cence. 
leddish 
yellow 
Bead to 
magenta 
Sodiust* 
amalgam 
than acid 
?ery pale 
yellow 
Hone 
Very pale 
yellow 
Bed 
Bed 
Brownish 
yellow 
oontd* • • 
6g 
Flavonols 
Leuooantlio-
Anthocyani*-
dins and 
antkoeynins 
Gate chins 
laoflavoaes 
X Qo£lBr83iotm% 
Yellow to 
oran^j 
lbro\TO by 
air oxida-
tion 
Tellow 
Blue to 
violet 
Yellow 
oiiang-
ing to 
red imd 
Yellow 
-^ Yellow 
Intense yellow 
to orange solu-
tion often 
with oharacter-* 
istia fluores-
oenoe 
Grljason 
Yellowish 
orange 
Red 
Yellow 
Yellow 
led to Yellow to 
magenta pale red 
Pink with 
HCl deepen-
ing with 
magnesixm 
Red fades 
to pale 
pinfe 
Hone 
Yellow 
None 
fery 
• pale 
s pink ' 
Yellow-
ish 
orange 
None 
Pale re( 
or pink 
Bed 
is of course essential to note here that the intensity of 
the colour will depend on the concentration of the solution 
and that indlTidual Jud^aent is boimd to vary in distinguish-
ing between slightly different shades. In spite of this 
limitation it can be seen from the table that the test 
offers a fairly reliable means of distinguishing between a 
flavone (orange to red) flavonol (red to crimson) and 
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flavanone (crimson to magenta)« Playanones have been 
obserred to give very intense and deep ooloiiration in this 
test. 2inc (74) has also been used in the reduction test 
in place of magnesium but suXfioient systematic data is not 
available• 
Another valuable reduction test is due to Asahina and 
Inubuse (63) who found that flavones and flavanones can be 
reduced by sodium amalgam and methanol and give coloured 
solution on acidification with hydrochloric acid. This test 
is negative for flavonols. 
Pelvic Chloride; 
fhe ferric chloride colour reaction being a general 
one for phenolic compounds can be applied only to the 
purified compound. Briggs and Locker (92) have revised 
the utility of this reaction but their conclusions do not 
make it possible for one to establish a relationship between 
ferric chloride colouration and structure of polyhydroxy-
flavonoids* Orthodihydroxy compounds invariably give a green 
oolotir but the utility of this generalisation is limited by 
the fact that the compounds not containing the orthodihydroxy 
grouping also give gre^i colour. Flavonoids containing 
3,4,5-trihydroa^ grouping in the B ring are the only ones 
known to give deep blue to biack colour. According to Briggs 
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and Locker (92) ferric chloride colouration is oharacteristic 
of 3,5 aad 8 liydroxyflavoBtes but not of 6*7- or 4*-liydroxy-
flavones, Slils generialisation is helpful in the iaveetiga-
tion of flarone glycosides, laturally occuring flavone 
g3^cosides have the sugar residue attached to the hydroxy 
at 7 or 3 position eon0eq.uently ferric chloride coloiaration 
is obtained after hy^ 'lrolysis of the methylated products. 
Alkaline VQO^ent&t 
Polyhydroxyflaronoids dissolve in alkali with the 
production of deeply coloured solutions, theoretically this 
could he esi>ected ozily of flavonoids containing a carbonyl 
comjiigated with a phenolic hydroagrl but the colouration is 
also shoim by flaYanones as they hydrolyse in alkaline 
solution to chaicones and also by catechins which lack a 
to 
carbonyl group? probably due/presence of trace of oxidation 
products. Polyhydroagrflavones containing 3 or more adjacent 
hy<3roxyl groups are extraordinarily sensitive to alkali and 
their alkaline solutions show remarkable colour changes on 
standing for some time. Flavonoids, especially those con-
taining orthodihydi'oxy grouping are also not stable in 
alkaline solutions but their decomposition under ordinary 
condition is not very rapid* 
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The olialoone© and aurones giye immediate red to purple 
oolouration with alkali and this is a verj claaraoteristio 
Identification reaction for these two types of flaronoids. 
Mineral Aoide: 
Ohalcones, auroaes and flavanoaes give orimson to red 
colo\ar 8olutioa» with oomeentrated sulphurio acid, flavones 
usTially give deep ;fellow solutiojsis vi^iicli fluoresce in ultra-
violet light (93)« Dihydrochalconea do not give the colour 
reaction. 
Wilson Bor^c Acid !Eest: (94) 
Xt is specific for &*hydroagr and S-methoxyflavonee and 
flavonols and O-hydro:^ and method chalcones. With fisetin, 
nsffingenin and hcfsperitin, the reaction is, however, negative. 
Flavanones do not respond to this test. Heelakantam et al(95] 
have specified the general structural requirement for a 
positive test as foUon^s I 
-C—OH 
I 
= C — C = 0 
Antiffiony Pentadtiloride t 
Marini-Bettolo and Ballio (96) have described a reac-
t ion of antimony pentachloride in cartoon tetrachloride 
solutions with a niMber of flavonoids* These are similar 
to the colour ohaimes observed with sulphuric acid* 
@>6 
1% has been pointed out above tha t f e r r i c chloride 
gives green colomr with orthodihydroxy compounds hut the 
t e s t i s not very r e l i ab l e# 2he presence of orthodihydroxy 
grouping can be confirmed with the following reagen ts , 
( i ) Afflffionium MQiyb<^3Latet 
Aitmoiiium molyb^ate and ace t i c acid give an intense red 
brown colotir with 0«dihydro:QrcoBipounds (97) • 
( i i ) OhlordpentaifflB3jp.o Cobaltio Ohloridet 
=^-?« fhie rec^ent gives d&rk broY/n colour -to cold a lcohol ic 
so lu t ion with both 0 - and p-dihydroxy compounds ( 9 8 ) . 
( i l i ) Boric Acids 
A recent t e s t for 0-dihydrosy compounds and 1:2 glycols 
i s based on the fact t h a t i n t h e i r presence boric acid 
behaves as a strong ac id , and an orange red colour i s produced 
on treatment with a so lu t ion of soditim su lphan i l a t e , sodiiam 
n i t r i t e and o<-naphthylamine (99) . 
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DE&B4DA2I0H OF FMfOHES 
As a l reao^ pointed out some ias lgl i t i n t o the s t ruc tu re 
of flavonee ean be gciixied l>;f speoif io oolour r eac t ions and 
spectroscopy but an tmequiirocal proof of s t ruc ture can be 
based onXj on the examination of the products of degradation, 
fhe pyrone r ing i s very s e n s i t l r e to a lka l i* the immediate 
products formed by r ing opening, i s a j^^diketone• I f a 
mild base such as methanolie baryta i s used the diketone 
intermediate can be i so l a t ed , but with stronger bases such as 
a le oho l i e or aqueous potash or on fusion with a l k a l i , the 
diketone undergoes f i s s i o n , '^im f i n a l product then being 
an aromatic acid derived from r ing B a phenol deriired from 
r i n g A and ace t ic acid* 
HC)/.^^^OU 
OH 0 
^ r I ^ r Y +PKCOaV\ 
^JJ-COCHiCOPt. SJ^C0CV\3 
0^ OM 
OH OH 
Cleavage i s usual ly affected by digest ing the substance 
with 2©«50 per cent actueous potassium hydroxide or by 
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heat ing i t in a sealed tube with 30 per cent methaaolic 
sodium hydroxide* Akali f i s s ion i s also used but has the 
disadvantage tha t siiBultaneous demethylation often occurs 
T^ich mB^ lead to an erroneous i n t e rp r e t a t i on of the 
s t r u c t u r e , tUhus treatment of acacet in with aq^ueous a l k a l i 
gives Anisic acid and pholoroglucinol whereas on a l k a l i 
fusion p-hydroxy benaoio acid i s obtained, 
F u l l j aH^ la t ed polyhydroxy f la ronols can be converted 
to the alS:o:^acetophenone by treatment with 10 per cent 
methanolie pot^s lu ia hydroxide, Herzig (100) obtained the 
d ie thy l e ther f l s e t o l from f i s o t i n by t h i s method and i t 
nmf forms one of the routin© degradations of f lavonols . 
Alkal i Gleava^ce of 
S^lavanones and Gha3.coneas 
!i!he close r e l a t ionsh ip between chalcones and flavanones 
has been discussed under interconversion of f lavonoids, 
AUcali cleavage of e i t h e r compound gives r i s e to the sarae 
f i n a l product as in the case of flavone and flavonols but a 
cinnamic acid der ivat ive may be i so la ted as an intermediate 
product, ^hB flavanone homoeriodiotyol was mistaken for 
chalco^e by Power and f u t i n (101) as f e r u l i c acid was 
obtained on heat ing i t with 50 per cent sodium hydroxide. 
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VaQillio ^id is the final product of cleavage aad Is 
ob^allied on aXkali fusion. 
yOCHs 
H^  
C>trrCH-COOH 
fhe usual procedure for the separatioa of the products 
of alkali degradation from the reaction mixture is to 
acidify the soltition and e:Ktract with ether or chloroform, 
fhe acidic and phenolic components are then extracted from 
the organic solTent with aqpaeous sodium hicarbonate and 
sodium l:^droxide* Further purifieati^i can he achieved by 
chromatography on magnesol* Colotsr reaction and ultraviolet 
and infrared spectra of the products are helpful in identi-
fying the substances* 
If one or nujre itydroxyl groups are present in ring A, 
it is essential to convert them to the etkgrl ether prior to 
the degradation in order to determine the site of the phenolic 
^oup produced on cleavage of the pyrone ring. Further it is 
important to note that the same phenol may be produced from 
?0 
two differeat flavones. For eacaaple a-Uydroajy-e-metlioaEy-
flavone (a) and 7*3i;fdr©ay-6-.iaeth03;^lavone (Is ) would give 
rls© t© the sau!» phftjaol (:c.l;* 
I t i s i a os^es l ike theas ^h&n colour roaotion azid 
ultrairiolet spectra sire extremely usefuLl in dotermiiiliig tljs 
position of th,e fro© b,ydro3^1 group. l a the example eited 
above tlte hydrosyl ia S-positioa i s d i f f icul t to methylate 
sad conversely S-metlioayl caa Ise demetlaylated selectively 
without affeotiag methoxyl suljstituenta at other posi t ions. 
Besidesir the p-positioa in the os^e of 5 hydroxyl i s free 
and such a compound would be e3:pected to gtre the character* 
i s t i e t e s t s of phenol in which the p-position i s not occupied* 
Oxidations 
Oxidation with potaasitm permanganate or alkaline 
hydrogen peroxide i s less specific and sometimes resul t s 
in extensive degradation* Usually only the acid represent 
t ing the r ing B cssi be isola ted. 
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ISOPLAVOHES 
Isoflavoaes can be distinguisliecl from flavones and 
flavonols on the basis of their ultraviolet spectra and 
from flavanones by characteristic colotir reactions, fhe 
final proof of structtjre ie derived here also from degra-
dation studies, fhe immediate product of alkaline hydro-
lysis is a deoxybenzoin and is obtained readily on vformlUag 
an aqueous alkalliie solution of the isof lavone on a Vtrater 
bath* fhe formic acid formed at the same time can be identi-
fied by spot tests* fhe deosybenzoin shows the properties 
of l^droxy aryl-ketones and may be c^clised back to the 
original isoflavone by treatment with etl^ yl foziaate (102) 
or ethyl orthoformate (103). 
fhe deoxybenaoin can be further cleaved to a phenol, 
derived here again from ring A, and a phenyl acetic acid 
containing the ring B by alkali fusion* As in the case of 
flavones the free hydroasyl of hydroxy methoxy flavones 
are characterised by conversion to their ethyl ether 
prior to alkali cleavage* Identification of the phenol 
and the phenyl acetic acid fixes up the position of the 
substituents on the rings A and B. Isolation of the 
components from the reaction mixture follows on the same 
lines as in the case of flavones. 
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Oxidations IJhe deosqrfeenzoin Qsa also be oxidised in good 
yeild to the aromatic acids Ia£t®r~^^3.1y methylating . 
tlie free hydroayls. In the direct oxidation of ieoflavones 
with peroxide only the phenyl acetio acid component can be 
isolated and i s formed iria the epoxide compound, Permanganat 
oxidation i s not as selective and informative but has been 
lased in some oases, Ozonolysis attacks the pyrone double 
bond and produces the same fragments as hydrogen peroxide.. 
The iiafoimation obtained by these methods confirms 
the resul ts of the a lkal i degradations* 
Examples^ Irigenln (104,105) "Blatlancaayin (106), 
fhe structure of ir igenln was deduced from the 
fragments obtained on vigorous a lkal i i:Qrdrolysis • The 
course of the reduction can be seen from the chart . 
OCH3 ^ ^ V x ^ O H COiH 
-^^ "^ o V 
OH 0 'OH 0 " 
CCHa H.CO 
OCHs 
OCHs 
HiCO 0 
OCH3OCH3 
OO-h 
OCH% 
OCU3 
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flatlancuayin wliioh has a substitution pattern similar to 
that of iriaolone was isolated by Djerassi (166) et al 
Eoid assigned the following structure on the basis of 
alkali degradation and has been confirmed by synthesis (107)* 
ttaCO 
leoflavonea eontainin^ 
imuaual substituentst 
A nninber of naturally occio'ing isoflavones are knomn 
in which the struelnire is complicated by the presence of 
Qubstituents not ecoaiaonly met within the flaTonoids# 
fhe methylenediiosy group has so far been found in 
only two other isoflairones, tlatlaneuayin (106) aad 
pseudobaptigenin (108)* Its presence in the molecule can 
b© established by heating th© substance with concentrated 
sulphuric acid and identifying formaldehyde t formed during ' 
react ion I with chromotropie acidi, 
Mai:ima substances B (9) and 0 (109) isolated from 
Tephrosia mazitaa contain a methylenedios^ group and a 
CgHg allqrl rest attached to 7 position by ether linkage. 
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Jamaioin Qg2%8^6 ^^® struotiire of which was establiahed 
with only 150 mg substance (110). It contains a (Cg) 
isoprenoid residue but in a different arrangement than 
maxima substance Q 
Mundttlonet (11) ^26%0^6*- ^^ is a Teiy complex iaoflavone 
having the following structure. 
0CH3/=N 
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PMYONB AHD ISOPMVOHE GLYCOSIDES 
fh© glyeoaides of flavones ant flaTonols are as a 
rule more soluble in water and alcohol than the free 
aglycones. They are usually difficult to piirify and 
crystallise, and the melting points are not rerf sharp. 
Characterisation of these glycosides, therefore, is 
usuaP.3^ hased on the identification of the sugar or sugars 
and the aglyoones, produced on their hydrolysis with acids. 
Besides the location of the sugar residue in the molecule 
that is the position of phenolic l^ drosiyl which is involved 
in the formation of the glycos-idation has also to be 
determined# Identification of the sugars is done by 
paper chromatographic method. Identification of aglycone 
if it is a knoiRn compound can be done with the help of 
colour reactions, ultraviolet and infrared spectra and by 
preparation of derivatives such as acetate or methyl 
ether. Position of the sugar moiety is usually established 
by the classical method of complete methylation followed 
by hycbrolysis and identification of the monohydroi^ymethoxy-
flavone or isoflavone produced. Micro-chemical methods 
have, however, been suecessl\illy used here also and paper 
chromatographic identification of the aglycone from the 
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SEHMAI. RBAaTIOHS OP fLAVOHESjFMVAHONES A5D ISOPMVOHES 
fhc aromatic riags A aaad B of flavones behare like 
normal aromatic Timgu in substitution reactions particularly 
if they carry hycbroxyl or a methoxyl substituents, 
titration, bromination and coupling reactions of a number 
of flarones hare been reported but these reactions have no 
particular significance in the structural studies on these 
compounds* ^he pyrone rin^ provides the characteristic 
chemical reactions of this class of compounds and some of 
these have been dealt with in connection with the iso-
merSaation and transformation of the flavonoids. 2he 
pyrone oarbonyl is inert In flavones to the normal 
CEcrbonyl reagents and does not form derivatives with 
Is^droxylamine, seiaiearbazide or pheayl hydrazine. Plavone 
itself, however, ,giv4's a 2,4-dinitr<?phenyliQrdrazone (il3,ll4") 
In fiavanones #iere tb^ carboz^l gi<6'u.-p^'^ ^^'^ conjugated 
with the pyrone double bond, the normal reactions of 
cerbonyl group are again encountered. 
fhe pyrone ring is also responsible for the dis-
tinctive basic propeopties of the flavones, and a 
crystalline hyarochloride of flavone, though tmstable, has 
been obtained (118). fhe structure of such flavylium 
r^s'f 
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salts is best represented BB that of resonance hybrid 
of the following type. 
+ 
0 
In the presence of substituents on the aromatic rings 
other resonance structures are possible and enhanced 
basicity is then observed. Hydroxy and methoxy flavonoids 
kaempferolt luteolini ayrieetin form crystalline salts (116, 
117^118) and aelitematin (119) (3,5-dimethoxy-6|7,3S4»-
bismethylenedioag-flavone) forms crystalline salts with 
o]fcyacidS} such ^ t picric acidt and picrolonic acid. On 
treatment with alJkall the pyrone riiig is opened and 
further degradation takes place gitlng rise to phenolic 
and acidic pigments whose identification provides the 
conclusive evidence of 13ie structure of the flavones and 
isoflavones* 
Apart from alkali cleavage the following reactions find 
eactensive use in the structural arid synthetic studies of 
these compounds: 
1. Selective and total alkylation aad dealkylation 
of the phenolic hydrosyl and methoxy groups 
respectively. 
S* Aoylation* 
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5* Nuclear oxlciatlon and redtiction* 
4 . '^he r i ng isomerie change, 
Alkylatlons 
Metl^lat ion of f ree hydroxyl ^ o u p s can be accomplished 
with diaisomethane i f the substance i s soluble in methmiol. 
She b^droagrl i n 5 and 3 pos i t ions are r e e i s t e n t to methyla-
t i o n and are not attacKed by t h i s reagen t . Diaaomethane(120) 
cant t he re fo re , be used for methylation of the remaining 
b^droxyl in the molecule. 2he standard method of t o t a l 
and s e l ec t i ve methyiation i s treatment with dimethyl 
sulphate in anhy^ous acetone and isodium carbonate. In 
the absence of 8-hydro3cyl the reac t ion i s over within a 
few hoursf otherwise ref luxing for 40-60 hours i s requ i red . 
fhe f and 4* hydrojsyl are the e a s i e s t , the 3 and 5 are 
moat d i f f i c u l t to methylate . Select ive methylation of the 
7-hy^035yl has been used in the synthesis of prunet in (121) 
and s an t a l (122,123), 
Methyl chlor ide i s no longer used for the methylation 
of the flavonoids as nuclear methylation can take place 
with t h i s reagent but e thy l and benzyl chlor ides can be 
used to obtain the corresponding e t h e r s . 
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PeaPgrlations 
Bealhgrlation i s affected lay refiuxiiag ths substance 
t n dry benzene oyer anhydrous aXiualnum cliloride for some 
lioure. She pos i t ion in t k i s r eac t ion i s exact ly the 
reverse of t h a t in a l ^ l a t i o n as here the a lky l subs t i tuen ts 
in the 5 and 3 pos i t ions are removed under comparatively 
mild conditions i . e . ref luxing with aliminxua chior ide in 
t h e r (87) ins tead of in benzene* Other reagents for 
se lec t ive demethylation are almaintun chloride in nitrobenzene 
or boi l ing concentrated hydrochloric ac id , ^he 7-»methoxyl 
of the flavones may be demethylated whereas xinder comparable 
conditions i t i s r e t a ined in the isoflavones e . g . synthesis 
of Santal (123) by demethylation with aluminum bromide i n 
ni t robenzene. Hydriodic acid i s general ly not used as i t 
can bring about r ing isomeric change which completely 
a l t e r s the stinicture of the compound. 
Acvlationi 
Acylation of the hydroagrl i » a l l pos i t ions other 
than 5 offers no difficuligr and can be accomplished by 
keeping the ace t i c anhydride pyridine solut ion of the 
compound at room temperature for some hours . I f a 
5-hydro:?yl i s present the so lu t ion has t o be heated on 
a water bath for some hours . 
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Haclear Oxidation Redtiction: 
, Para Oxidation - Bibs alkaline persulp^te oxdiation 
has been suocesefmlly applied by Hao and Seshadri (124) 
to the ayntkesist of gosgypetin from qtuercetin, the free 
i^droxyl groups have to be protected before oxidation* 
The initial pro(luct is a sulphate and therefore soluble 
in water, fhis facilitates its separation from the un-
changed material. Hydrolysis then affords the desired 
ligfdroay compound. Para oxidation can also be use for 
introducing hydroxyl in the side phenyl nucleus* 
Plavanones and chaloones also undergo para oxidation 
and the method has foimd a wide application in synthesis 
and in struotia'al problems of flaronest flaTonols and 
their glycosides. 
Qrtho-oxidat iont 
Ortho oxidation is affected by first introducing an 
aldehyde group and subjectizig it to Dakin oxidation with 
alkaline hydrogen per-oxide* For example, 6-hydroxyi8o-
flavone on treatment with hexamine in acetic acid glTen 
the 5-aldehyde which on Dakin oxidation is converted to 
Sfe-dihydror^isoflavone (125). 
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Nuolear Eedttotion; 
Substitution of the phenolic hydroxyl in the flavoneB^ 
flavanones and isoflavones by hydrogen is affected by 
catalytic hydrogenation of the tosyl derivative. In 
polyhydroxy oompoi'inds selective tosylation of the 7-hydroxyl 
is also possible. It is also possible to methylate all 
the hydro:^ls in the molecule leaving the 5-l^ droacyl free 
and then prepare the 6-tosyl derivative, fhus both 
selective and complete reduction is possible though the 
latter is not of azQr importance. 
Removal of the hydrosyl in the side phenyl can also 
be accomplished. A %^ereetin derivative (126) can thus 
be converted into Kaempferol, Eeaoval of all the hydroxy 
groups in the polyhydrosQrflavones is possible in the cs^e 
of flavonols but not otherwisei as reduction of the pyrone 
ring takes place with the formation of flavone derivative. 
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BIOSYSTHESIS OF PMVOHOIUS 
The msmieT ±a whieh the plants and other liviag 
organisms build up the complex ohemia^ entities found 
in them poses a ^ rery intrigiag problem. It was natural 
for chemists to try to understand and clarify the processes 
end mechanisms inyolyed in the elaboration of these 
structures by the plants • fhough syntheses of some of tte 
most complex substances could be realised in the laboratoxyt 
the indications req.uired for this, however# were often so 
drastic that their exact reproduction in plant cells was 
ruled out» In the earlier stages, therefore, it was 
attempted to achieve syntheses under conditions which could 
compare with those existing in the living cell, that is, 
at low temperatures and in mild acidic or basic medium* 
Robinsons (122 ) synthesis of tropinone under very 
mild conditions of great historical importance but such 
demonstrations merely prove that a specific synthesis can 
be reproduced in the laboratory under conditioms of 
temperature and pB comparable to those of the living cells. 
It does not prove that the plant actually uses the same 
starting materials and similar condensation reactions to 
get to the particular compound* 
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A different approach to tlie problem is that of 
struottaral analysis* It is best illustrated by the isoprene 
rule originally put forward by Wallach for liaonene and 
subeegtuently genersilised for other triterpenoids by Euaioka. 
t 
According to this eill the terpenoids can be built up by a 
head to tale arrangement of isoprene tmits, Shis generali-
sation has been of immense value in the investigation of 
the structure of natural products. A similar structural 
analysis in the flavonoid suggests that they all have the 
basio ^-Cg-Cg dipheaylpropane skeleton, These generalisa-
tiojas provide a basis for the classification of the natiiral 
products but they do not really touch the probleia of 
their biogenesis* 
Uhe acetic acid hypothesis and other more direct 
theories of biosynthesis were put forward by Collie (128) 
in 1907 by Pictet-Eobinsons (129). 191f and Schopf (ISO) 
and others. Some of these ideas again proved very famit-
fui in structures and syntheses but chemists could not be 
successfully demonstrated that the synthetic schemes 
suggested are actually reproduced in nature. The acetic 
acid hypothesis put fo3?ward by Collie (128) did not draw 
any great attention until it became possible with the 
introduction of tracer technique to test its validity 
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hj a&tual experimentB using isotopioaXly lalselled aeetio 
aeld* AocordiiJg to. this the carbon«*carbon lizikages are 
©etafelished by Qlaleen condensatton of acetic acid units, 
fhe drastic condltiona neoeseary for this reaction in the 
laboratoiy are obviated in nature by the intervention of 
plant ens^ ymes* The activated acetic acid - acetyl ooenayme-i 
#iich ca3Pries a thi.ol ^ p'oup is actually the unit involved. 
It has been proved beyond doubt, for examplet th^t steroids 
arise from acetic acid* the distribution of carbon atoms 
derived from the methyl and carboxyl ^ oups of acetic acid 
in cholesterol being as shown in the following diagram. 
fr\. c 
I 
T^ ccHCHaCV\tCV\xCHCCH2, '^r 
CH3 I w. c c 
The observation that the steroidal structure arises 
from acetic acid units, however, still does not clarify 
the details of the sequence -« the intermediates involved 
in the formation of the first and the last carbon atoms 
of the steroidal nucleus. 
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Flayonoidat 
She question of the biosynthesis of the flavonoids 
is related to the hiosynthesis of aromatic apeoially 
phenolic oompoujads in general* fhe aoetio acid hjrpothesJs 
has been ezperiiaental^^ varified in this connection and K; 
has been proved that the aroaatio nmeleus ie formed by a 
head to tail arraagement of the acetic acid units* 
The final condensation leadii^ to cyciisation could 
proceed into two ways gifing rise to resorcinol or 
phloroglueinol derivat ives• 
R-co 9Q ^ 
HOOC-CHa t u i HOOC-
0 
Oi) OH 
I 
_CO-c^i yHi ^ R - C O - C ^ ' Y " 
Hi H 
%pothetioally the flavoaes can be shown to arise 
from the condensation of cinnamiG acid with acetic acid 
followed by cyciisation of (ii) type leading to a flavone 
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derivative. 
OH CHr 
/ V-CH y^ C CO 
\=j\\y 
w w 
0 0 
Ring A of qaeroetin (131) and oyanidln (132) has now 
oonolusively been shomi to arise from acetic acid by feeding 
experiments with the G labelled acetic acid* 
f he acetic aoid route need not be and is not the onJjr 
possible pathway to phenolic compounds* Carbohydrates 
play an important role in the metabolism of plants and they 
could also be involved in the formation of phenolic compounds 
It has now been conclusively proved that dihydrofiuinio acid 
(shikimic acid) arises fairly directly from glucose and 
contributes the aromatic rings in phenylalanine, tyrosin 
and anthranilic acid* Cinnamic acid which by condensation 
with acetic acid could give rise to flavonoids is undoubtedly 
also formed from sugars by the shikimic acid route* 
CH=-CWC05LH 
^Ol^ COiH CGaH CMiCOCOiH 
CHiCOCOlM 
CHaCOCOiH. 
. OH HO'S<^°"ur, 
- ^ 6 
OH OH 
fhese ideatj lisve now been confirmed with the heXp of 
14 14 
the C lahelled sstartijag materials. G labelled shikimio 
acid, ciimamio aoidt phenylaXanSiie, p-couraaric acid were 
all incorporated into Gg-Gg portion of q.ueroetin« 
fhere is no coneiueive evidence as to i^ether 
hydro3cylation occurs before or after the elaboration of 
the Oj^ g skeleton or whether the oxidation level in the 
most premitive Ci^ g^ compound always corresponds to that 
of flavanone ancl. chalcone* 
She acetic acid hypothesis has been applied to explain 
the biosynthesis of a niamber of other commonly oocuring 
plant products. She structural analysis of depsides shows 
that the oxygen substituents are located in the 2 and 
4 positions with respect to the carboxyl and the alkyl 
in the 6 position. This arrangement would arise by 
cyolisation according to scheme (i). The acetic acid 
hypothesis would further re<iuire the aliyl side chain of 
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these compounds to be aliss^ s composed of odd number of 
carbon atoms and that the oarbonyl groups when present be 
on the p -oarbon atom marking another tjnreduced acetate 
chain. 
^^2. CH-XQCsHvi - ^ OH 
Isoflavonesi 
The Cg-Cg unit of isoflavones differs from that of 
the flaranones in that It is branched due to the presence 
of phenyl group on Gg# The Gg-Cg unit, however, arises 
here also from oinnamio acid as has been proved by the 
isotopie method* It has been suggested that Wagner-
Meerweln rearrangement (133) leads to the miration of 
this ring iu the three position. 
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SmCHESIS OF ISOPMYOSES 
Tihe starting material for the syntiiesis of Isoflavones 
consist of the appropriate phenol and phenyl aoetio acid 
or ite derivative oonde^ation of these to give the 
recLuired deoxyheazoin is msually brought ahout hy the 
Hoesch reaction, though the Friedel crafts reaction of 
the acid chloride and phenol or boron\.jbrifluoride catalysed 
condensation of the free acid and the phenol have also 
been used. 
She Hoesch reaction in ishich the nitrile of the acid 
is condensed with the phenol gives yields of the order of 
^o^per cent, 
IE he next step in the synthesis is the cyclisation of 
the deoxybenzoln to the corresponding isoflavone. fhree 
methods are available for thi3« 
(i) Ethyl formate method; 
fhe method is the one which has been longest in use. 
It was devised by Spath and later developed by Venkataraman. 
It can not be used with polyhydroaydeosybenssoina* 
A cold solution of the deoagrbenzoin and ethyl formate 
is added to powdered sodium at O*'. The reaction leads 
directly to the isoflavone, The intermediate 2-hydrosy 
compound has been isolated in some cases (102, 104). 
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2» Bthyl Qrthoformate Methods 
Ihis method was iatroduoed by Vei^ataraman (103) 
Cyclisation la torought about in pyridinei piperidine 
solution with ethyl orthofonaate« Uaually refluxing ithe 
solution for 6-8 ho\irs is required* fhe isoflavone 
orystallises from tlie reaction mixture on cooling or on 
addition of a little water. 
Generally better yields have been reported by this 
method and it is applied also to polyl^droxydeoxybenzoins 
but it fails with 2,4,6-triliydro:^deo:^benzoin0» 
3. Sthoacalyl Olilorlde Method? (135) 
5?hLis method has worked with all the polyhydroatydeoxy-
benzoins which have been investigated. !i!he appropriate 
deoxybenzoin and ethoxalyl chloride are reacted in pyridine 
solution, n + 1 moles of ethoxalyl chloride is used for 
a deoaybenzoin having n-hydroxyl groups as all the hydroxyl 
groups react with the reagent. Hydrolysis with alkali 
ti^n gives the oarbosyl intermediate. This is decarboxy-
above 
lated either by heating for a few minutes/the melting 
points of the compound or by sublimation. 
IThe 0-ethoxalyldeoxybenzoin are definitely the 
intermediate in this reaction and may be formed either 
directly or by subsegpient Baker- enkataraman transfoirmation. 
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hCk^,^\^H 
^ NN 
-Oil 
OH < 
Apart fapo© tliese general iteth.ods isoflavones can bs 
interco&Terted bi" imclear osldationt nuclear redtiction» 
pairtial demethyl&tion and b;^  Baker-Tenkataraman transforma-
t ion . 
B x s a x j s s i a i r 
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IRIS IIPAXESSIS 
Medicinal, lmvort&a.Qm 
Iris nepalensis 2, Dan is a perezmial herl) growing 
extensively in the Himale^an region and is used tinder the 
nazae of 'Sossai* in the indigenous system of laedioine for 
the treatment of gastric and cardiovascular diseases (136). 
Extract iont 
fhree different crystalline compotmds were obtained 
from the rhiaomes of Iris nepalensis. The first of these, 
melting point 198 « was obtained when the powdered rhizomes 
were refluxed several times with petroleum ether, the 
solution concentrated, and then allowed to stand in cold 
for several dg^s. 2he sticiy material which separated out 
was then taken up in methanol when a part of it went into 
solution, The methanol solution on concentration slowly 
deposited long colotirless needles of this material. Subse-
quent investigations showed it to be a yet unknown isoflavone. 
It has been given the name of Irisolidone (II). The 
meth^ol insoluble portion crystallised from ethyl acetate 
as colourless crystals melting point 93®, analysed for 
0, 7"?.09 ^ , Hf 12.48 ^ # This compound was non-phenolic 
and has not been characterised beyond this. 
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poirtleap fsas &x^ipm%M rtpeaifed^r with boiling s^iorofors« 
til© oMoref©rm «-«tra©t o» eoiie«nt^?^t.io» yiolted s erystalLiine 
sa ts r ia l meltiag' p&txkt Z&^^% f&is isatejriai afte^r t% 
hB& hemi f ilttr@4 a&d &tM 414 n^t aisi^dlw e^aixt ia 
< 3^Ar9fo3m« Ite j90l.mMli% ^ m-&ttms^X^ mei%Qn0t ^wos^ eno 
ete , i?B0 estr©J8©;i3r po9r» I t comld fe#- ^ ryatalli©©^ from 
@t}l3r3k a^iitatQ in ^ l i i ^ i t W^SB sa@i2|' @#ltlbleji Imt the 
eo^sonS €>1:it&i%@d I21 tlii^ fm^ salted 0r©3? a reai^ of stT^rsl 
a^greee* I t wesj^  t^rsfoifat «s??:?©t€dliseA satsse^aentl^ 
from atl^Iime g^mtmti&'^Bt^s^l ether wj^n oolotjarXdaa 
plates neltJji^ paint ZQB*J^%m^ oMalane4# fhis compound 
&l@o proves to %i& im wa^mm$. im0t%mQn& ^iX^h. has beim 
Crudo S7isdl0ii@ sm 9lbt&iiie4 from t l ^ 0ltloz*&foi^  «£traot 
i6 e<mtimiR&t@i ^ith a».0tli@^ ^c^pouM i^ieb |soa0 iBti» 
eolutioB on reflued^ f^? ©dy@r@l l^iir^ with iidtheaaol« 
2hiiB eospeuiid, i3©lti»g p^lst 3i0%oi?is94 sa acetate seltiug 
at Vf%^^2^ l»iit i t i s aostt-piissolie* Ssomiae of tii# l^ck cT 
mftterial I t we^  not fitrt&i^ i m ^ u t i ^ t M <m micnc^feial^ais 
i t ga#e 0, 7i*80 ^ | 1* 1Q»42 ^* 
She cthl03P©fof® i^thejp lit^o^p on Hilutioii with ©thor 
4epo0ite4 a ftizthsr ^iiafititsr of IriaolQUo in an&ri^uft f<»m* 
I t mm^ filter© a off 8»4 -^ t solution evaporated to Sr^oas 
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aad theii tak&n up in a saaJll guantity of ymnzens* fhe 
hexmene solution on keeping in eold for serera l days 
deposited a yellow solid wiiich was crystal l ised from. 
metaiaiiol neltimg point 185-186**. fMs compound was 
subsequently identif ied as Ifigenin (XIX), 
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ISISOK>HE 
' " ' m i l II 
Struct tar et 
0 
Irisolone m*p, 269-70 was obtained in 0.3 per cent 
yield from the ohloroform extract of I r i s nepalensie* I t 
did :m% give aiigr colour on reduction with magnesium and 
hydrocliloric acid but a pale green colour was obtained with 
fe r r ic ^ lor idcu Hhe ul t raviole t spectrum showed the 
character is t ic absorption of ieoflaTones with a high 
intensity maxlEium at 270 m& (log ^ 4,07) and an inflection 
at 330 np (log ^ 3,97), and i s very similar to that of 
tri-o-methyl tectorigenin (f ig, l )« 
T»l -0-M««,^ ri 
Its t^a uo ao joo jzo sua 
(Fig, 1 ) , 
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Irlsolone analysed for C-„H 0^* The jiositive ferric 
chloride reaction and tJie hydaroxyl band in its infrared 
spectrum (Pig. 2) ehowed that at least one free hydrosyl 
^oup was present. Ihis was further confirmed by the 
formation of a monoaoetate. 
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Methoxyl eatiraation (8.52 per cent) agreed with the 
presence of one metho^l group on the basis of the above 
molecular f OCTnula, 
Assuming an isoflarone structure for the compoimd, 
4 oxygen functions were thus easily accounted fori two 
belonging to the pyrone ring and one each to the phenoli< 
03 
hydrosyl and methosyl groups. Irisolone, therefore, as a 
first approximation eould be assigned the followizig etracture 
OH 
Ooiaparii^ t h i s with the formula actually worked out 
£oT Irlsolone on the feaeis of analytical ra lues , one tiMds 
that the two remaining oasygfin atoms are associated with 
only one carbon atom* She presence of a methylenediojcy 
group, vshioh has already been found in tlatlanouayin and 
pseudo-baptigenin, was thus clearly indicated, Shis was 
confirmed by heating the substance with concentrated 
sulphturic acid end identifying the fonaaldehyde, produced 
by the cleavage of the methylenedioxy group, with ehrosK)-
tropie acid (13^) and with ga l l i c acid (138)* 
Golour reactions and, Speotrat 
Irisolone was thus definitely sho^m to possess one 
methoxylf one hydros^l and a methylenedioxy group, fhe 
elucidation of i t s eoacplete structure now required deter-
mination of the position of substltuents in the molecule 
and confirmation of the i^oflavone skeleton by the usual 
degradative reactions applied to the flavonoids. However, 
as alxeady pointed out in the theoretical section some 
indications regarding the positions of the substltuents 
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comld s t i l l be obtained, without reco\irse to degradative 
ex^eriffients by the examtaation of the ultrairiolet spectra 
and by the colotir reaotions» It the hydrosyl in Iirisolone 
(I) was loeated to be in the Supposition then the compound 
should be expected to giire the Wil^ion's boric acid t e s t 
and orange to ired oolotar with Bixaroth reagent < boric acid 
dissolved in acetic a n ^ d r i d e ) . furthermore, the u l t ravio le t 
spectrum of the compound in aloohcl with aluminiia chloride 
should show the characteris t ic displacement of about 10-14 ma 
in the maxiaaai (42). Ir isolone, however, fai led to give 
these colour rcsactions* fhe u l t raviole t speotrura, in the 
presence of al^Minum chloride did not show a displacement 
in the positioEi of the band. 
f hese resiiilts indicated that the hydroxyl group 
occupies some other position in the molecule. A further 
indication of th is was the negative t e s t with the Sibb's 
reagent, though, t h i s , of cotirse, would be the case also 
i f the p-position to the h,ydroxyl were to be substi tuted. 
Par t ia l Pemethylation of Ir isolone: 
As regards the position of the methoayl group in 
I r isolone, selective demethylation with aluminum chloride 
over ether could be attempted. If the meth03^1 were to be 
present in the S«position the compound should be demetl?y3Lated 
under these conditions* fhis eij^eriment, however, we© 
diff icul t to perform in the case of Irisolone as i t i s 
iOO 
©actremely ineola'ble in ether» However» on refluxing tit© 
suspension of larisolone in ether for 12 ho\irs, a compound 
coul€ be isolated wMoh melted at 229-30 gave a positive 
Qibb*s tes t* fhe melting point was sharp hut as satisfactory 
analytical values were not obtained for t h i s compoiaid i t 
was stispeoted that the reaction had not been coi!)plete« 
I t was sought to clarify th i s by carrying out the 
selective demethyjation \rtth Irisolone a^thyl ether (?) 
instead with Irisolone itseUf, Irisolone methyl ether 
could be prepared in good yield wi#i potassiu|a carbonate 
dimethyl sulphate in acetonet aa^ was found to be easi ly 
soluble in ether* I t has be®a pointed out that the l^droxyl 
of Irisolone i s not present in the S-position, and therefore 
i f Irisolone methyl ether carries a methoaiyl group in 
5*p08ition then i t mast have been there in Irisolone i t s e l f 
and not introduced by the above methylation. Ir isolone 
methyl ether (?) coidd in fact be selectively demetlylated 
to a compound ?1 melting point 214**« The u l t rav io le t 
speolofam of th i s showed a maximum at 275 m^  which was 
shifted to 285 m|i with alamintim chloride (Fig. 3 ) . I t 
gave positive Biigroth and Wilson* s Boric Acid t e s t and 
also the positive Hansen (137) and Laba^^t^ets (138) which 
showed that the metl^lenedioxy group was s t i l l intact • 
fhese experiment showed that the methoayl of Irisolone 
i s located a t the 5-position. !I!he position of the hydrosyl 
loi 
and the metlisyleaedioxy ^omp i a the molecule remained to 
be determined* 
T VI 
ff 
C^ 
k. M r z j f 11,5 li-g 
^ 
(F ig . 3) 
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Total demethylatlon of Igjaoloaes 
In another experiment Irigolone (I) waa cosiplet©3y 
demetliylated bj' refluxing oTer anhydrous atumiaum chloride 
in \i&iizen& for 10 hotars. fhe reaotion produot could not he 
crystallised ^i such and was» therefore, completely methylated 
by prolonged refluxing with dimetli^ l sulphate and potassium 
carbonate in acetone for 36 hours, fhe methylated product^ 
could be easily crystallised. It analysed for a tetramethoxy-* 
isoflavone VIII and was identified as 4*,5»6,7-tetrametho3Ey» 
isoflavone (tri*o-«etfeyltectorigenin) by comparison with 
an authentic sample obtained -au^ ougb- ^i^ e kJbidness of 
i^ofessor 2?»E,Seshadri,^  fhese reactions definitely establishec 
the totraoajy substitution pattern of Irisolone, 
VII 
nil IX 
Tectori^enin 
im 
ieaf^ Xri@oXoi^  mv3,d hwm^ ^ i ^ ^ f ^:^ one of the folloiiiiig 
t l a 
The 4sffistli|'laiflon ©2Epe:Pln©»t deaeriljee al)ove fitvi^ iira 
fr»atrES«iit of Irksfilmm nmf^t etlior (?) witii 4ilut© 
allcali eonvorfeee i t to a fistsaybensjoin X, t^iioh oould l>« 
oycadstM t>aok to tlae oy^lonal coapouad with etlayi foMJate 
ia pi*e#eiiise of «^4i«si ta gdod yl«ld» (Bis* ^) • 
NOL-V £\tt<j^ ^ jgf-mofe ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . • K D H 
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r 1 
L. 
~r (5 i! 
J 
(Pig* 4) 
Allcali cleavage of 4'Haeth03EybexissyI<»2-ii7drMgr**4t5-» 
meth7leBedlo3Qr«6>ffle-thoz7 phenyl ketone (X) gare in tttir 
yields* xHoethozy phenyl aeetlo aold (£X) and a phenolio 
produot ( H I ) , 08%°4» »»3-tiiig point 88-89**» Tha ••Xtiag -
point of the phenolic product XIX was the satte as that 
reported lay l>i«raaal e t aX (106) for 3HB0iaso2y-4v6-4»ta9gr]yn>#» 
dlosy phenol ohtalned by the allmli elearase of tlatlaneaigrla 
under eoaparahle conditions* 
IPS 
n ua 
The8« r6aotl<ai8 provided a forthofr proof of tbm 
totraoxgr eulratltution of tho Iriaolone and the idoB.tifioft-> 
tlon of p-Aethoxyphei^laoetlo aeid (XI) eonfiraoA tJsusfc th* 
oooozid methosy group in Irisolono nethyl etiiar (T) was 
dofinit«3y in th« 4* poaition* 
Al]cali ftiaion of 4* t5«6«7«>tetraMetliojQriaef^T«iM (fXIX) 
ol»tainod b^ tha nethylation of the totraligrdrosqr oompound TIX 
govtt antiarol (XXXI) and p-iBathosgrphanyXaoa-klo aeid (XX) 
(Fig. 5)* 
T i l l 
4- H£C)—<^_y—c^^^ocH 
xni 
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L J 
(Pig. 5 ) . 
Idomtifloatlon of 3HAeiaio3qr«*4»&-me'&«X«2iedloxar ph«BOl 
proTid9d a Sireot proof that tho i&@th;yl»n9&ioi^ groi^ im 
attached to ring A ot Iriaolone and that one of the aotheiQrl 
groups of Xrlaolono fflethyl ether i s loeatad ia this rlBff* 
I t should ^ noted that the relative poaitioaa of tha 
methoxyl and ae-^lenedioaty groups oaa not* hotirwrer, %9 
deduood from this reaotion aloae siaee tho »«»• produot 
veuXd l»e obtained from 7-aethox3r*5,6-methyl»j»dl©a5r aa4 
5-ttethoiar-6 yT-aethylenedioxyisof laYone * 
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6cH3 b \ 
Tha reasons for plactag Xh» oethoxarX ia t l» 5 p««ltiom 
hart already l^en dlsoussed* 
Permaiiganate osddatlon of fXa:foaes aad laoflaTOxiMl 
has also iMon usedi along with aUeall ole«y««it l a straetoraX 
studies t and i s usefol ohiefly in the loeatioa of rateti-
tuents on ring B« Pensanganate oxidation ^t Irlsolcme 
metbyX ether (T) and Xrlsolone ethyl ether (ZXT) g«fs 
p«aethojQrhensoio aoid (XT)(anisio aoid) ( f i s* A) ifBd 
p-ethoxybensoie aoid (X?Z) (Fig« 7) respeotirely* 
H J O H ^ COOH 
xr 
o- C^H« • > HfAP :ooH 
nv zvx 
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The structiure of Zrisoldn* oould ihaa ^e •vfeaibXlplwd 
as 4*>taydroiQr-»5-aeth03Qr~6i7HBetliyle&«Sioagri»eflaTO]ie (X) <m 
the basis of the ooloiir reaotioasf th« oltrcrioXst speotra 
and the degradatlre studies reported aboTS* 
—OH 
It Is interesting that here also fts la tlatXanouagriA 
the Bsthylenedloxy group oeouples ih9 6«7 sod not the 
5»6 position• In the synthesis of tXatl«ngttS3rln.» mmVxflMm^ 
tion of the tetrahy-droJQr ooapoundj^ ov shona below gives 
ezoluslTsly the SyT-aethyleBedloxar^^I. rather than &#$« 
Btethylenedloxy ooapoond* fhls suQr be dae to the faet thai 
this group goes prefermitially to the leas hindered paaitl0ii 
in the moleoule. 
'wieih >A&YiaL>. 
?t5y «^yi 
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XBISOU:iX)SB 
Irisolidone (II) was olitained from Hhm pntrolmm 
ethor extract of the plant in a yield of ^01 per oeat* 
Dae to this Texj poor yield, altogether a3Mut 1 g . of this 
ooopound was obtained i^ioh was not suffioiesl for a l l 
the degradation studies siiailar to those e«yrl«4 out oa 
Xrisolone. 
Irisolidone analysed for O^^fU^^^* HttboarX •»*iBa*4©a 
showed that two suoh groups were present* I t gtan a 
positiirw ferrie chloride reaotion and fonssA «n aostste 
aelting point 162-i63^and the tofirsred speetimai also 
showed a hydrostyl hand (Fig* 8}» 
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Ill 
th» ultrarlolet Bpeotriia In aloohoX was ag«lA 
Gharaeterlatle of IsoflaTones with a amrlaaia at 275 
(log 4*65) • On the addition of aXusiinui ohlorid* t9 
the alooholio solutic»i a bathoohroaio shift of 10 a 
ohtained, (7ig. 9)* 
(Pig. 9) 
The ooapoundt therefore» had a free hydroigr^ ^ ^ 
posit ion. I t also gare a poeitiYe reaotion witti Oi1ib*s 
reagentf hiae grssn eoXour h]r the addition of Sf6->diohXorow 
benzoqtiinone ehloritaide in borate hoffert whloli im spsoifls 
for phenols hairing a free p-po8iti«i« 
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TtauM three osqrgen atoaa sir« ftOoonateA XoPf tim 
beXonging to the oethos^Xf and one at Xeaatf Valeagiag 
to a liydrdxsrX group* Lesrizig two osqrgem for tha pyxoaa 
rixigi only eae oaqrgen fanetioA reaaiaad to 1»a oliaraotarimi4« 
there la no room for a methyXenedioxgr group WBA XrlaoXldona 
does noty in faotf give a poaltiTO Esanaen (137) and XiabatSa 
teata (138). 
Due to the eo-»oocurenoe of XrlaeXoiM and ZriaeXidcma i» 
the aasM pXant i t aeemed XilceXy that the auhatltutloii pattexm 
of the tao compounda la IdentioaX* Shla wtm oonflraad b^ r 
ooi^Xete aethyXatlon idien agaJln the avui tatraaathoxar oei^ pouad 
aa in the oaae of XriaoXonei naawXyt tritio-^ethyXteotoricanin 
waa obtained* (Fig* 10)• 
L 
9' 15 n i2 !| 
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(fig* 10) 
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fhis showed that the eompomid d«flaits3jr possesss two 
fres hydrosQrl groups, one of these oeespiss ths 5--posltl0a 
whereas the other oould be looated at 6»7 or 4*positioaui« 
Irlsolidone gave negatlre test wl*^ peataainooobalticdilaride 
iOhowed the ahsenoe of orthodihydrosT- gr<mpa» She ultra'fiolet 
speotziia of Irlsolidone in aXoohol mw no'l altered on thA 
addition of fused sodium acetate» indieating that the 
reposition did not oarrj the second h^ 'drdxarX group* Za 
order to estahllah the position of this hydroa^I group» 
Irlsolidone was eonrerted to i t diethyl othor ZHII w i ^ 
ethyl iodide and this was then oxidised with potassim 
permanganate in aeetone. On working up in ^ o lupual aaBner 
p->ethox3r bensoio aoid (XVI) melting point 19€ wao ohtaiaad 
and identified by taking a mixed melting point with an 
authentie sa^;>le. Had the hydroiyl group boon situated in 
ring A for exax^le in 6-po8itlon the produot of thim 
reaction would haye been p-methoiy bensoio aoid melting 
point 184^• On talcing mixed melting point of the ooflKpouad 
obtained by the above oxidation with an ttathastlo oa^plo 
of p-methoxy benzoio add a depression in tho aolt isg point 
was obtained. 
wi^ ^p-H^-^OOH 
znii zn 
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Tbft atraotur« of Zrisolone was %}mm •ata^llsluid 
4 * i5-»dilqrdr93cy-6 yTodlmethoxarlsofXaroo* * 
II 
In a recent publioation f^BttSeshaftri et « ! (139) 
hare reported the isolation of an isoflarone from ^m 
flowers of 2>albergla sissoo to whi^ thej haam eiieigned 
the ease structure as that of Irlselldoae* BewereVf th* 
melting point of this oompoond (827-S8^) and i t s dnrlTatiTes 
differ from those of oizrs* Shey hecref how&fVTt mot i^iren 
aaj degradative proof for the struotiaffes wnggnm^d ^ thsm« 
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mmsL 
A 0«iaJUeolid material was obtaizuid tr&a th# t^leaeotorm. 
mother Xlqiaore l e f t after the remorwl, of Xrlsoloiio* I t 
was erystalllsed f irs t from bexusene and thsa from methyl 
aloohel meltisig point 186«^^« Its mltraTlolet spee^rom 
( A max 269, inflection 311 m^ a) favoured tbs isoflavons 
strueture of this oompound* It was eonrertod into i t s 
trimethjl ether melting point 163 and triadetats malting 
point Ise -^IZT®. The melting point of tb» original iprodaet 
and the two deriTatires were found to bs ideatioal with, 
the reported melting points in the literature (IdO) for 
irigenin and i t s ahoTs mentioned dsrlipttiTssc Shis was 
confirmed hy ooa^arison with an aatheaoitie Mfl^l* of 
irigenin obtained throiigh the rleSndnsss of PrsltssMf Wilson 
Baker* 
XIX 
l i e 
AffSMFSSB SI5THJSSZS OF ISISOLOfiE MSSHYL SSHSS. 
Scheiae I for th» Synthesis of IrisoXoa« M«tlcrl Btheri 
After the structure of Xrlsolone had iMiea establlahed 
on the basis of i t s oharaoterlstio degradations» an atteatpt 
was made to synthesise the oorapound tbxaa to obtslxi the f i n a l 
proof of the structure by oompeffison of the synthetic and 
i so lated material. 
Seiriiadri said coworkers (107) hare reported synthesis of 
tlatlanouayin (IZIT) 1^ different methods» Slatlanouayin 
dif fers from Zrisolone only in that i t earries a methoagrl 
group in the S'^-position instead of the 4*-hydro37l of 
Zrisolone I the methods used for i f s synthesis oeuldi there-
fore , serre as a basis for the synthesis of Irisolons* 
They adopted the following methods for the synthesis of 
Tlatlanouayin f XXIV) • 
1« The deoxybensoin 2,4-dihydroxy»6-methozyphSiqrl 2-aeth6xar-
bensyl ketone ( X U ) , was prepared by the Hoesoh condensation 
of phloroglueinol monomethyX ether (IX) and 0-4setho2arben2yl-
oyanide. The deoxybensoin was oxidised in ths 9 posit ion 
by persulphate oxidation when Ey4t5~trihydroxy*6««6tho3qr« 
phenyl^SHaiethoxybensyl ketone (XIII) was obtained iribiioh was 
methyXenated and oyolised with sodium and ethyl formats 
to tlatXanouayin (XXI7) • 
117 
dirooiily in thv 69? position and tlui SfSVB^bydroaar-oftf 
7Hnethyl«n«dio3gr isoflaTon^ (XXTX) tbus oMainod was 
e(»^l9t«lj aettaylataa to tha deairad prodnat* 
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xnv 
SyB.th»i8l8 of tttraJaydroxy laofXacroni (XXT) 
f ha tetrahydrozar ooapouad iiiiioh toxna th» GXVLOIBX 
intttraAdlat* for ths saoond syntliasls mm e^taliMd I17 
S««]iadri and hla oollaSrarators Toy thr«e diffarcnt sstliids* 
(a) Th« daojQTbaziaoiii lQC?Ii: was prepared MioerdiBg to 
Seahadri and Taradarajan (141) and than eamrartad to 
2,5~dihy^oa7-4,6<>dimethoxypheiiyl^ 2->flwthoz9rlMnuQrl katoaa 
(XTTXII) %rjr peraulpliate oxidation la tha 5 poaltloa* Ihia 
ooBpou&d was partially aetliylatad la tha 5 poaltloa lAaa 
oooqpound ZZZZ waa obtainad which waa eyoliaad lata ta^*» 
aethosariaofXaTone XXX* fha oompotmd XXX waa than eooplataly 
damethylatad to gire the tatrahydroxylaaflaToaa XX? • 
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££7 
(b) Antiarol (XIIX) vaa eondsns^d with o-4it-|boi;r9^97^ 
aoetjl ^ilorlde to glr* the deozjrheziBola ZXIX« fnrtbMr 
steps In the synthesis w«re identisal with those of the 
preyious synthesis t i*e. oyelisation and totaX demethjlAtieis^ 
She main product of the oondensatioBy howeveTf wtm w»t 
the desired eompouad IXIX bi^ t tht^  antiaryl ester (ZZXZ). 
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XXXI 
(e ) Ip2,3y5-T«trameth03gr 1»eaaene (XXXXI) WW sabjaetcd t o 
Fr i ed« l Orafts aoyXation with 0->methoz3rplL«BarlaQ«l7l ehlorid«« 
The reeni l t iag kstone XXXXII oyo l l sed with tthyX format* t o 
5,7y8»S*-tetrametlio2grl8ofXaTOBe (XXXXT). P a r t i a l AoaotbyXfr-
t i o n foXXowad 1^ alkaXi i s o a e r i a a t i o n affordad S-liydroaqr* 
6,7.»2*~trimethox3riaofXaTonLa (XXX7) i n 50 par eaat yiaXd* 
CompXata daaetbjrXation than gara tha tetrahydrosar eoaipouad 
(XX7. 
)CH3 
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XXXIY nzf 
fbas the method (1) and (2«) teth infoXiTV p«r col^ l^uiilt 
oxidation of tha deoxyhonsoin vhoreas (1^) r«port«d3jr doM 
not glv* irorkable yield of the starting mKlarlal* Shis 
leaTes only two aethoda for the ayntheaia of llrlaoXftat* 
One in^olTing the persulphate o:Kldati<m and tha other alkali 
rearrasgeaent« I t « M f e l t that the pamntlj^t* ffiEidatiOB 
would he the aore atraighfe forward* dlreat aaA unaahiguoaa 
method of the two and therafore the ayntheaia was idtai^tad 
aeoordlng to the aoheae glren helow« 
'/ ^ 
-0CV\3 
HjCCk 
XX XXX7I 
XZ& 
HO-^^W^^^-—<^>--0CH3 
XXX7XXZ X 
(3ohem« Z for the aynthesis of Irlsolont) 
The deoxybeazoiB X ha« already l»een osreXlstA i»%9 
Xrlsolone methyl ether (T ) by ethyl foraate in the preaenee 
of eodlYim in e<»meotion with the partial aynl^ai* of 
Zriaolone methyl ether^ therefore* for the purpaaa of total 
ayntheaie of Xriaolosie methyl ether it «oul4 tusf IMMEL 
aoffioient to ayntheaise the deoj^yhanaoin I* Xn iriav &t 
thia phoreglaeinol monomethyl ether (XX) waa pmptum^, txmt 
phorof^luoinol and eondenaed with pHBethoiyhe&iQlJsyanida 
(XXXVI). fhe deoxyhensoizi XXX7II waa sahjaatad te pax«» 
aulphate oxidation in order to obtain the deozybwaaoin 
XXXVIXX* fhia ea metivlenation would be escpaatad to giva X» 
which could then be oyeliaed into Zriaolone setfayX athar* 
She aoheme went on w e U upto the atage of deoxybenaala 
IXXVXZ but the peraiaphate oxidation of thia did not gp 
In apite of aereral attempts under the eonditiana larea^plbad 
by Seahadri and hia aaaoeiatea (107)« Bach tiaa a 
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BftterlaX wem o^taizied In extremely poor yieXdiV^iiilich oouli 
not hm orTStalllaed. Sherefore, assuBlsig ^sdm mmpvmA to 
be deoxybeasoiB ZZZ7III i t was subjeeted to aethxleaatloft 
with ne'^Ieae iodide in the preoenee of potassiim oarbonsia 
in dyy aeetone* fhio produced a oompoimd i s oxtaroMiljsr p«Mr 
yield i^ieh aloo eouXd not be oryotaXXioed. l a viov of 
the f ailore of persulphate oxidation the tk0W ooheBO for 
the eyntheoifl of Zrioolone iiethyX ethor had to ho alMadoatt. 
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aOHBMB I I gPB gHB SYgE^HSSIS OP IRISOLQgB jmmh a t H 8 | 
nhiob formd a omeial ata^ la th» tyntlmmiM «f Irl«el«Bi 
msthyX etli«r th« f irs t selieaie imrolviiag o«<oaEldatlo& wm 
cbrawa up* Siia B<&aaM «a« based on o<-oxldatiOA M « method 
for tliA iatrodoetioa of taardrosgrl gron^ la poaitlMi 6 of 
the Isoflaeroao* OriSu>'-oa:ldation i s a two stags process* 
I t eoxustistsla preparing f irst on o->h3rdro3qra3«isii3rte ^ Buff** 
method sGEiA tli«ii subjseti&g the aldsiiyds to Balela*« oadLda^ kisa* 
2his aethod has b««a wtpXoysd for ^bm w^i^9im df h^-droay-
fiaToxtes and flavonola (142->146} and in OBS oas* «a HscflaaroiM 
5t6»dl]3ardroz7i8oflaTone was Bysthesised ^ Saslaitei s t tl. (iS( 
fhey oondanaed 6<«hydroxyi8ofIavone (XXXIZ) with HBMOBKIIUI ttt 
glaoiai aoetio aeid IAMSI 5«aldehyde XSXX wis ohtaiasd # i i ^ 
was ta^tn jn p|Tldine s ^ treated with aqtieo%» sodima 
hydroxide and hydrogsn peroilide wh«ai 5f6-dlhaNbPoaQrisoflaTone 
( z z m ) was obtained* 
v-o — 
2ZZZZ 
xsax 
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3««hadri and oollaborotors uMt this mmi^mA fey U^ui 
Ifitrodaotioii of liydroiQrX in th« 5 positiAa <if "Ml* l0e^«£f«et 
XZXXZ* Boi»»Ter» ths present ease iaTolfiHl idm latr»Al«tiiQn 
of bydro^ qrX group in position 6« 1M rUm of ^ ^ iiboRni 
oonsideratiozffl the folXoviag sohraie vas drawn up twe tiMr 
•yntheais of Xriselone aethyl ether.(v). 
Kg-t- Hcooev Ho 
6CH30 
i L / ^ CH^ 
XXTXI 
XXXXII 
<g^0^H3 
xrrxxx 
(Seh«se XX for the synthesis of XrisoXone i^tfaarl s t h » ) 
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She deoxylie&soin XZZrxivas eyolletd Sa^ 7«<^droagr 
5^4'-dimethox3risofXa;?o&« (147) iXUXXl) usixig sthyX fontate 
in tho prestnoe of aodiua* She ieof larose IXSXIX VM tresleA 
with hexmBiae in glacial aeetio aoid for 6-jioQrs VOLSMP iAm 
oonditions epefsifiei ^ Seehadrl and hie asftoeiates (189) 
but -^e produe-l otitaJboed did not indicate lib* yvaimiUMk of 
•n aldehjrde groap* 
She reaetlon waa repeated but etiXX I t did sot appear 
to go in the desired direetlon and therefore sehene XX < ^ 
the eynthesis of Irieolone aethjrX ether also had to 1M 
gi-ren VB» 
S X P S R I K S H f A l ^ 
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All ultraTlolAt apoo'tara wer« aamsarad in a BaelOHBm 
Modtl W iastrument in 95 per eeat •thcaol* Xnfrarad 
•paetra iptra B»aaurad in a Pwrkin ISiMtop Infraoord eltliar 
in ohloroform aolutleas or as BOUS ia imjal* Slui aaltlag 
points wsrs taksn on a Kofler blo€^* Whenerer known 
substaness vers isolatsd or o^Kainsd tgy degradation tlM 
id«it i t7 was eonfiriMd iinlasst otliarwisa MnerliiMMd ligf 
dotaraination of the aixed Belting poiatSf ooa^parison ot 
infrared spaetrwa of the eoBpound and i t s dsriyatiTSS mkHkL 
authentio samples of eaoh oompound and i t s esrrtsipeiadivig 
deriratiTes* 
Sxtraotion of laiis nepaleneiai 
Air dried powdered rhisoaes (S kg.) «f Xr$« wspaUftiHl 
were refliueed three times with petroleia sthev (40-40*) 
and the oenbined eztraot eonoentrated to a saal l walxow. 
On keeping this in a refrigerator for setasniX dsjs a solid 
was ohtained* Thia was fi ltered off and rsfliuoBd with 
•ethaasl* fhe aethanol insoluhle res i^^ after erystallis** 
tion f^B ethyl asetate (1..5 g.) aslted at 93 (A)« She 
aethaxiol soluhle fraetion iriiioh gave a positiye ferrio 
ohloride test was o«u>eatrated to a S B S H TOIUBS and than 
kept in the refrigerator for 10 to 12 dajra when eolBwrXasa 
liJ7 
B«*dle8 of ZrisolldoBA separated out. She iMXtiaag poiat 
efter repeated erjetalUaatloxui trom BwthaBol warn tmoA im 
h9 198^» jritXd 0*01 per oent* 
She dried aad defatted drug «as nert eztraeteA feiar 
tlaes with hot Chloroform* On eenoentration of 'tiie ehXorofom 
extraet, a solid melting point 2S8-6S^ separttted VBL%* %t 
was refluzed with methanol to reaoTo t2ie methanol aolmhle 
material and the residue then erystallised first tifpm stlifl 
aoetate and then from ethylene glyool monoiMthjl mi^wr* 
15 g« of Zrisolone eorrespondlng to an yield of 0*9 per eeat 
and melting at 269-70 were obtained in this way* fhm 
methanol solution on eoneentration and eeeliag |ijild#d « 
substanoe (0.26 g.) melting point 310^ lAiieh was not farther 
investigated • 
9nie ehloroform mother li<iuor was farther eoneentrated 
to remoTe the remaining traces of Irisolone and finally HM 
solvent was eoBQ^letely eTsporated off* fhe stisliy residns 
was taken up in bensene and the solution kept for several 
days at room teaaperature* A yellow solid (1 g«} separated 
out slowOy. Zt was erystallised f^om methanol meltiag 
point 185^ and identified as Irlgenln* 
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Sht IrlsoloxMy B0lttng point 269*70^ >.MDC 2*90 Ufa 
(Xog ^ 4,62) > Inf).. 330 OIL ^ log ^ 3.97} « b i ^ w i 
obtained from ehlorofora oxtraet gore tho followt&g aaalgrtlimX 
ralxioa* 
Amdysiss found 0, 65.601 H| 4«i5) OHo 8*52 p«r ••at 
C^ E^^ gO rotttires 0, 65«38$ H« 3»84| l-4»to B*94 ^« 
Aootylation of Irisolaaet 
Irisolon* (0*5 g.) aoetio anbydrido (9 al«) «&d pyridia* 
(0»5 aa*} w«r« iLoated tor two hours on a B%9tm tetb aai 
leapt for 24 boars at room tomperatiars* fator wtm addsd 
with moling and ths alxtiffs wis allowsd to stand fesr an 
hour to doeooposa tha anhydrida and than f iltar«d and ths 
praelpitata waahad thoroia^^ly with water* At%*w sararal 
orysiBalliaations iron aathanol i t molted at 16#»V» 
Analyaiai Found 0, 64«80} Hf 4*41 'p«r oant* 
^19^4^7 ^^^^^^*' ^* ^•40} Hy 3*98 p«r Oittt*. 
Xrlaolona aathyl athart 
A aixtura of Irisolono (4 g*), frashly dlatill*d diaathyl 
•olphata (6«4 BI*,)^ sBhydrous potassium oarhonata (16*8 g«) 
m d dry aoetona (240 nl,) was raflnswd on a water iMth for 
24 hours* The toilerature of the hath during this period 
was kept just abore the boiling point of aseton** fht 
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aoetono solution waa filtered off and the Inorganlo realdut 
washed with hot aoetons* Sraporation of the aeetone solution 
left behind a solid which was triturated with vatert filtered 
and orystallised from aethanol yielding colourless plates 
of the methyl ether melting point 184-85^ (3»? g«)#Xux 270 a^ 
(log e 4,36)7v infl, 330 mji (log t 3»76), 
Analysis: Pound C, 66»70| H, 4,5?| OMe 19*1 per sent* 
Oj^ glL 0 requires C, 66,24} !» 4*29| 2-OlIe i9»l Ji 
a!he dimethyl sulphate was f irs t washed with iee water 
then hy sodium hioarbonate solution and again with water* 
It was dried for 24 hours over oalclum ohloride and dis t i l led 
in Yaouum. 
She dry aoetone was pr^ared hy ref Itudng dis t i l led 
aeetone (500 ml*) with freshly prepared anhydrotui potassium 
carbonate for 2 hours and dist i l l ing i t In dry conditions* 
B^«^T3^ft»^?gr-^"y1f^>»y ptt^ y^X ketqnf i 
Xrlsolone (1 g*) sodium hydroxide (2,5 g*) and water 
(SO ml.) were heated under reflux for 1.5 lu>urs* fhe 
solution was acidified with hydrochloric acid and the yellow 
solid w h i ^ separated out was filtered off and washed wltSi 
a small amount of water and dried* It crystallised from 
ether-petroleum ether (b.p. 4 0 ^ ^ ) mixture a* yellow needles, 
melting point 159-160^»>.max 2901 355 •)& (log (^  4»18t 3*75) 
L30 
kDMlj9±Bt Found 0» 63*80$ H, 5»0 per o«iit* 
0. H 0 z«q.uiroB Ot 63•S?! H, 4»63 f«r Oflat* 
lo 14 6 
6>methQxy Tditmrl ketone; 
metlioxy phenyl ket<me (0,5 g.) was eoetyXated with aoetlo 
ttotayiiide (5 ml.) in presenoe of pyridine (0«6 xl3L«) «t 
room ieaperature for 1 Tojoixr and deo(»apoeed vitb lee wttU»t 
filtered and eryatalXised from metbyl aXoobelf aelt ias 
o point 162-^3* 
Analyaist Found C» 62«93t H, 5*0 per eeat* 
O^gH. .0 reqtuirea C^ 62.78t Hg 4»64 per cent* 
iaethylenedioxr«'6'miethoxy pheiyrl ketone t 
• aixture of Xrieolone metliyl ether ( 3 «• ) eodias 
hydroxide ( 7«5 g« } and water ( 60 9I0 ) waa reflus»d for 
1.5 hour8« Zhe eolutlon was aoidified with hydreohlorla 
aold. The preeipltated solid was filtered off and evya^talliaad 
from ether-petroleum ether (b.p, 40-60^} mixture aa yellow 
o ^ 
needles melting point 113-14 , X max 290 a^ Lg 360 191 
(log^ 4.09, 3*69), 
Analyaist Found C, 64*70| H, 5.10 per oeat* 
^IT l^fi^  req,uire8 C, 64«55f H, S*06 par mwA* 
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IrisolozM metlijl athco: (0.5 g«) in aoct^M (50 • ! • ) 
was wanaad on a water bath and powdarad potassium pTsawgsns^ 
colour 
was addsd in small portions unti l a pala pwrpls/paraistad na. 
shaking. Sha solution was filtarad sad tbs solid aftsr 
washing with aoetona to raiMTS SXOSM of potassium parmanga-
nats was axtraetad w i ^ hot watar* fhs elssT stnsous 
axtraot was aeidifiad and ths solid wbloh saparatsd out 
was filtarad off and dried. It was exT-stallisad from hot 
water to giva colourless aaadlas of aaisio asid (0«15 g«} 
melting point 186-187^« 
Analysist Pound C« 62.95} H, 5«26 per seat . 
Caloiaated for CgHgO^ ^ ^ 62*15t H^  5.26 per eant. 
Anisio aoid (p^.methoxrhenzoio aeid)i 
fhia was prepared li^ r metl^lati<m of p-hgrdroayhensal* 
dehyde followed by permanganate oxidation* She aoid was 
orystallised from hot water melting point 1S6-8T? 
ti^idi olaaarftite of 4*'-methoxyhi 
3:m^jaTa-.^myrsjs^:mLW?!^?m^: 
4* «Hethj!»27ben:^l-2<4i3rdroxy'^t5-«ethjrls»sdi03Qr--6*meth03Qr-
phenjl ketone (0.8 g.) potassium hgrdroxids (10 g*} amd 
water (80 ml.) were reflazed for 20 hours Sa a eurfant of 
nitrogen, fhe solution was aeidifiad with hydroohloris 
aeld and extraeted with ether. She ether extraot was washed 
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with aodiuB ^ioarbonate and water» drlad over aiOixdrous 
aodlim suXphata and thiB aolrent araperattd off* Sha vasltuo 
was takan on ^ oolusn of aasnaslum trl8il|^em1;o and alxitod 
with lMiizano« A eoXourXaaa solid was o¥taia«d f>raa tits 
•luata whloh after erystalllsatlon froi atlier*petrolettm 
ethar (40.60®} fixtures melted at 8d-89^ 0« fhlm U la 
agreavent with the aeltlng point reported hjr JDjeraal (106) 
for 3-«etho3qr-»4|i&-me-tibjlanedlo3Qr i^enol* 
Inalgrslst Fo^ md C| 57*60} H^SfilS per eent 
Oaloulated for OgHgO. C« S7»14t Hf 4.76 par esat* 
The bioarhonate eztraota were oomblmdf aoldlf led 
oarefuXly with hydroohlorlo aeld and extrasted with ether* 
She ether extraot waa dried over aafaxdroias aodloa svlphata 
and the aolutlon eina.porated to dryness* She realdue 
erystalllsed from eth^r petroletra ether to giro pHsethour** 
phwoylaeetlo aold melting point and mixed melting point 
88-89®* 
Anal/slst VowiA 0, 65*39; H^  5*8 per eent* 
Oaloulated for CgH.^ O 0, 65*06} H, 6*08 per osnt* 
Shis was prepared by refluxlng p-oetdio^qraoetophenonst 
solphert and morphollne for 5 hours aooordlng to tha prooedore 
given In Organlo Ohemlstry by Arthur Z Vogel (148) 
orystalllsed from dilate alcohol melting point 87«-88^* 
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4* *g«6.7«»f ttranethoaoriaof laronar 
Irlsoloae (0*5 g*) aluminium ehlerlAt (6 g») sad herusmn^ 
(80 ml*) vers rofluxed on a water bath for 10 hoars» Sh« 
solution was oonoeatrated to about 26 al« aad lETsatsA^ 
aftsr ooolingt with a mixture of ooaeeKitratsA Igr^reslilerlo 
aoid (15 ml«) and glacial aoetio aeid (SO • ! • ) * fhs 
solution was refluxsd for 1»5 hours t dilntsd with water and 
extraoted with ether, She ether eztraet was dried orsr 
anhydrous sodium sulphate* On eraporatirai of ethsr a brown 
solid was obtained* 
Zhis was directly emthylated in dsj nsstons (9*8 al«) 
over fjreshly prepared anhydrous potassium OiOPbftBats i\ii»B g») 
with dimetl^'l sulphate (0.2 ml«) by reflxudng for aibe«t 
36 hours* She solution was ishm. f iltersdf ths rssidms 
washed with hot aeetone and the solvsnt evaporatsA to 
dryness* fhe brownish solid so obtained was tritnratad 
with water and the aqiuous eriaraot filtered* fhs preoipitats 
was dissolTsd in hot methanol and the solution deeolourissd 
with oharooalf eonoentztated and then allowed to oool whsft 
a colourless solid separated out. After reorystallisatiea 
from methanol i t melted at 180-81^, A max* 265 Wfk (log ^ 4*34) 
A infl* 320 1^ (log ^ 3*63) 
Analysist Vouad C, €6*52| H, 5*26 per esnt^ 
Calculated for Cj^ gHj^ gO^  C, 66*665 H, 5«25 per e«it» 
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AltoXi fasioa of 4*y5«6«7* 
A mlztur* of th« above 4* t5i6,7-te-6ramethoz9rlgeflaTOBit 
(1*0 g*) sodium hydroxide (2*5 g») and water (1 aX*) ima 
o heated i& a oepper tube f i tted with an air oondsaaer at 280 
in an o i l hath for 4S aiinatea* After eoellng the produot 
was dJUiaolved in water* aoidified and extraoted with e t h ^ 
The ether extraot was vraushedf f i rs t with sodinm hiearbonats 
and thfm with water. It was dried oyer anhardrotis sodim 
sulphate and eraporated to dryxwss* Orystallisation of 
the residue from bensene gare oolourless needles of antiarel 
(Oas g,) nslting point 146-147? 
Analysis! Found C, 58,60| H* 6*10 per oent* 
Oalsulated for O^H 0 0» 58.60t H, 6.50 par sent* 
a!he bioarbonate waahiags were oolleoted and aoidified 
with hydroohlorio aoid and oarefiOly extitaoted vlth ethsy* 
She ether wma dried <fr9T anhydrous sodiutt sulj^iate and than 
eraporated off* She reaidual isasa was dried and arystallised 
from petroleum ether (40-60^) to give p-AS^oxysiMi^laMrtts 
aoid melting point 8&-d9^ « 
Ai^tiarolt 
Antiarol (3t4t&-trimethoxyphenol) was yrspsersd trem 
pyrogal341 triaethyl ether (149) aoeordisg to ths procedura 
(ISO), It was oryBtallised from ether,melting point 146«147^ 
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Partial Aea^thylatioa oi IriaoloBei 
Irisoloao (200 ng») was lieat«d under reflux for 14 liours 
with a solution of anhydrooa aluminum ehlorida (2 g,) %»• 
•bsoluta ether (12 al*}. fhB yellow eolidt fonwA i^ ian tl» 
mixture was poured into iee water» was eolleirted.boiled fa^ 
20 minutes9 with glacial aeetic aoid (H^ ml*} amd eenoentrated 
hydroGhlerie aeid. ]>llution with water and ejctrastien wl"^ 
ether furnished yellow erystals idiioh were purified \j 
ehromatography cm magnesol* H u t ion with ethyl aoetate and 
reoryatallisation in methanol prorided pale yellow orystala 
melting point 229-230^ 
Partial deaethrlation of Irisolone methyl etheyt 
Irisolone methyl ether (0«2 g*) was heated wader 
reflux with aluminium ohloride (2 g«) in dry ether (20 •!•) 
She mixture was poured into iee water vrhma, a yellow solid 
separated out • It was filtered off and boiled with a 
mixttire of eoneenlarated hydro^hlorio aeid (10 ml«) and 
glaoial aoetio aeid (20 ml«)« She mixture was dilatad with 
water and extraoted with ether* She oomhJUaed ether extraeta 
were dried oTer anhydrous sodium sulphate* Braporation of 
the dried eth«r exiraot yielded a pale yellow solid idiieli 
orystallised from ethyl aoetate in pale yellow asedlss of 
5«»hydroxyo4*~methoxyt697-&ethylenedioxyisoflaTons (0*15 g*) 
melting potot 214*215 » green eolour with ferrio ohlerids* 
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Aaalyaist Pound C, 6S«51t ^$ 4*^9 P*' e«nt« 
^17%S^6 ^*^^^^* ^t 6S*38| H» 3*84 p«r e«ttt« 
IrlgoloB» •thyl ether: 
Xrisolone (1 g*) aahydroas potassiiua earbonftte (2 g«) 
ethyl iodide (5 nl.) and dry aoetone (100 aa*) were refliucied 
for 10 hours en water bath* fiM edbrent waa deeanted and 
the solid iiaahed several times with snail 4.u«ntities of dzgr 
aoetone, Shs selrent was evaporated and the solid tritomKlsd 
with water and filtered off. It was erystallissd from 
methanol melting point 170*171^ ( 1«0 g*). 
Analysiss Found 0« 67«50| H, 4.81 per eent* 
Oj^ H^ 0 requires 0, 67.05} H, 4.71 per OSat. 
A solution of Xrisolone ethyl ether ( 1 g.) in aoetons 
(30 ml.) was warmed on a water bath and treated with powdersd 
potassium permanganate in small lots until ths pink eolour 
persisted. She solution was filtered end ths soli4 wis 
washed wil^ dry aoetone to remore exesss of potassium 
permanganate. She residue was then dissolved in hot wmtsr 
aeidifled with ooneentrated hydroohlorio aoid w h m a solid 
separated out. It mam washed with a small amount of mstsv 
and orystallised from hot water to give yellow assdlas of 
p->e'titiozybensoio aoid (0«2 g.) xg»lting point 19&»196^« 
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This was prepared %y ethjrlatlon of p>l)7dro3Qrt>ensaldeh7d« 
folloiRid tj p«rmaBga23iat« oxidation, The aold warn erystalllBCd 
from hot water malting point 1^5? 
3?artlal ayatlmalB of Irlaolone methyl athart 
4' «tfeth03qr1»ensjl-2-^dr03t3r-4 »5Haeth7l«Mdiex9r<»6--aetho27» 
phenyl ketone (0*6 g«) in dlatlUed ethjl formate (30 ml*) 
was added drop \if drop to aodituai powder eooled to abomt 
-10 • After standing for 20 hours at 0^» and ttan for 
40 hours at room temperature t lee water was SiddsA and ths 
solution was aeldlfled with h/droehlorle aold* the pow<tar 
was extraoted wl'tti ether and then dried ofer anhydrous 
sodium sulphate «id the solTent remored* OrTstalllsatloa 
of t^e residue f rtm methanol yielded oolourless plates of 
© 
IrlsoloBS metliyl ether (0#3S g*} melting point 184»185 
alone or mixed wltb a easiple ohtained hy ths methylatlon 
of Irlaolone* Shelr Infrared apeetra were also superposahle. 
im 
IRISOLIBOlg 
mSmSSSmSSSOSifimSSSBl 
0 
Irisolidone attitixig poijrt 198 warn ol>tain«d tsetm 
p«troX*ua •tb.er •ztraot aft«r r«p«at«d erystftUlaatioBS 
with aethanoX* 
A&alyslsi 7oimd 0, 65.25| H* 4*08| OHt 19 9«r e«it« 
C^i^^Og retuires C, 64*M| H« 4«49} 2-<01f» 19«T](« 
Acetylatlon of XrlaoHdone} 
Irlsolldone (0*1 g«) aoetlo aahydrld* (1 aX*} and 
pyrldlas (2 drops) wore lioatod on water teth for £ hours 
and kept for 24 hours at rooa tea^erature* I>ip«^posed 
with loe water and solid orystalllsed froa asthaaol In 
colourless needles melting point 162«463« 
Methylatlon of Irlsolldonei 
Irlsolldone (0*2 g«) dimethyl sulphate (0*8 ml*) 
anhydrous potassium oarhonate (2*1 g*) and dry soetons 
(30 ml.) were refluzed for 20 hours* She aoetone solution 
was filtered and the solid was washed with dry aoetone* 
Ihe solution was e-vaporated to dryness and the rss l ias 
6 
crystallised from methanol needles melting point 181« 
inalyslst C, 66*58} H« 5*26 per eent* 
Oaleulated for ^XQ^QO^I C« 6 6 * 6 6 | Hy 5*30 ^* 
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Xrl8elidoa« (0«5 g*) potMsiuB earboaa:t« ( 1 c»} •taiyX 
iodide (2«S sa«) and dry aettton* (80 nX,) «•»• r«n»ac»d 
for 10 iMfum on a water bath and waahad ia tb« usual aoimav 
yieldad Xriaolidone ethyl ether (0*48 g») aeltla^E p9ixi$ 
113-114® • 
Analysis s Found 0^ 67*80t H» 8*98 per seat* 
Cg^H^Ogl C» 68.091 H» 5*99 
Oitldation of IrlsolidQne ethyl ethsrt 
Irlsolideae etligrl ether in aeetoae (80 wX*) wm heated 
on a water hath and potaasiua peraangaaate ims addsd ia 
small lots ua t i l l a pink oolonr persisted. I t was fUtsvad 
off end the solid thus ohtalned was waited with a mu3iX 
aaount of dry aeetone to resore ea^ess of pmrmmgtmnte^ 
The solid was dissolved in water and the slssr a^isous 
solution aeidifiedy fi ltered and the preolpltats iraphad 
with a saal l asount of water* On ezystalllsation firoa 
dilute aleohol white needles of p«>e1^3qrheaS9is asid 
o 
separated out aelting point 196-19$ • 
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ZSIQMII 
fhe sabstazxce melting poixKt 188^ whieh W9B o1»taiiMA 
£rom ehlorofora mother llqudr and exystaXllSAd trvm aethaaoX 
game the followicg analytieal ralues* 
Poundt Cf Q9»97t Hf 4*56 per eeat. 
^1^16^8 ^%^^^*^ ^ i 60«00}H,4«48 per eest* 
Zrlgenlxi (0*5 g«) aeetlo anhydride (5 nl*} n d pyrldlaM 
(0*5 ml*) were heated om a irater l>ath for three hoorSf kept 
orer night at rooa temperature and the^wox^d. ia tbt 
u s u a l rMLtrnaTf 
Astalysia: Found 0, 58«89| H> 4*18 per e«at* 
OaleulatecL for O^^^z^n ^* S^*^! ^f ^•^^ P*>^  oent* 
Irigenin (0*5 g*)» dinethyl aulphate (8*8 •!«) 
anhydrous potaseiaiB earbonate (6«5 g«) and dry ftOotoiM 
(90 lal.) were reflu3E»d on water hsth for £4 hours* XrlgoniB 
methyl eth«r was crystallised from methanol i s white needles 
melting peiat 163^• 
Analysisi found 0|. d2«29f H| 5*190 per oeat« 
Calmulated for Og^ fi^ gO Of 62«68| H, 8^81 per otatf 
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Pklorogljaoinol (45 g.}« dry •ootont (800 • ! • ) • wliydroit* 
pot&ssiua oartenate (45 g*) and dlttethyX solpteta (9S*S BX«) 
were rafXtuwd for ona hour* A.oatoaa «a» mW9fWm^€ oft 
and vatar (400 ml.) addad and tha aalutioa astrsvlad vit& 
atliart. Iha other vaa araporatad aftar drying flfar axfegrdrooa 
aodlun aolphata. 2ha raaidnal oiX wtm dlatil lad at 16 an* 
and tha fTaation • phloroglttolnol aonaaatl^l athar •» going 
oTor batwaan 180-200^ waa oollaotad* fha yiald wtm 
axtranaljf poor aharaaa ylaXd of 40 par eant i a l«p«rtad la 
Xltaratura (151)* 
Potaaalna hydroxide pellet a (SO g») and abaolnta 
nethyl aleohoX (75 »!•) (free from aoatona), vara plaoa4 
in a 3-^eelotd flaak, f i tted with a aachanioal atirrar 
reflux eondana^r and dropping funnel and atirradl £or a 
few ainutea. Sha flaak was immeraad in oold vslar and 
lAien the tai^aratura dropped to 60^» a Bixticra of aniaaX* 
d^iyda (30 ml«)f forsialin (30 al») and abaolnta aithyX 
aXeohoX (30 la*) vas addad at auch a rata that tain^ermtBra 
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of tli« r«adtioB alztiarft rttaained ^etwMH 60-70^ • fliid 
t«as»eratttr« mm juaiiitaiiitd for 3 boure mt^mt lAiieli tlM 
r«flux 09&Ai»«er waa roplaeod by a dowmrorA eoAden^tr uul 
tlio Bothjrl aloohoX naa distlUod at roducoA pr9mmrm on % 
vat«r ba1^« Oold watesr (90 al*} was tli«& aAdH to tlM 
roaotioa sdxttiro and transforrod to a aoparatlag ftumol* 
Sho oi ly layer iraia 8eparated« th» aqLuooua lay«r mm 
•xtraoted witli benaone. fhe o i l iraua eomblxiod olth. tho 
benaeso extraet and waahed thorouj^ C^Ly witli diatil lod 
vatoTf drlod tamac azOiydroita sodiia aulphato* Bonaane warn 
roiBOTOd at z«diie«d preasoro and thm o i l wtm dlatiXlod 
o in Taoao 1S?«*30 at 8 am* 
Aalayl aleobol vaa ta]ssn in dry otbar (80 mX%) aid 
aaturatod vitli dry hydrogen etiXorido gaa* Afl«r )»«pl3ei« 
OTomi^t the ether aoXutiexi iras waahed witiii water an* 
other evaporated after drying ower aashydrona mt4Xvm 
o 
aiaphate* fhe eiX waa dist i l led in Taeaua at iS.ft-480 at 
16 as* pressure* 
Aniayl ehloride (40 g.) and benaene (100 a^} ww 
mixed with aodiuai oyanide (27 g*} in water (100 aX»}t 
stirred for eight; hours at 70^ • She benaene U^rar mm 
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fh« ooaibiJMd ^nz«ne and ethar axtraets vwra vttduiA wl'Ui 
41atllla4 natart driad orar aahydrona aodiiBi •aleukia* 
Aftar raoaTaX of tlia aolTaat tha o i l aa» diatlHad In 
at i44»il$4 / i 4 on. 
I»S :dffi itbazvidyMsr] MJXJiTK^t'^^ 
FhlorogXtteiAoX Bonmiiethijrl athar (3 g») mda^ ^miiim 
(3 g») and Ziam ohXojrida (1 g») WT9 takan la dx/ a«»«r 
(30 ia*) and aft<teratad with bydroohlorie aaid at O 0^« 
Af tar kaaplBg oTeralg^t at thia taaiparatn^a tba atiiar 
aolatlon wm deoantad and tha teomdah o i l waa2iad talaa 
with 4rf ath^r. It aaa k^ rcUrolyaad by rafXaxlaig with 
watar for ona hoiur» fha nqt^ uioiia aoltitiea vaa tgctaraatad 
with athar« Sha «thw axtraot drlad ovar H^droua aoditiB. 
aolphata mA tha aol-rant was an^^oratad off* Wm MsMua 
waa oryataXliaad froa athar->patroXaua athar i4Sh4Q ) mmXHa^ 
point 1S9»130^» ^Haported wn^im point ItO i^BS** (ifli)« 
Mm^: 
So a wall atirrad aoXution of 2«4-*dih3rdroaqHk* t ^ 
diaatho3^dao3Qrhan£oin (1 i«) in aq.'tiaoaa aodlns hardrazi4te 
(1 g, in 15 nl* watae) a aolution of potasaim paraaXphftla 
(1,2 g« in 30 ml« watay) waa addad drepwiaa IA tha eonraa 
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of tvo hmsBm Wu hTQwm a^umvm moXutian mw nma^taMm^i. 
vitli dilate hjri3eo«fblemia mi& %Q eon^o^T^iL a»A «clm«tiit 
witk «t^ «ir te r«iaoT« iai« tmreaotcd d«o33r1»«iUMia» dental 
traoted I^dvoabldrlo aeid (30 BX.) sad 0odl»» iKOj^ta (iff*) 
««r« %hm add«d to tli« ft%ii«0ua soXutioB and ^M vlattas* 
l»at«d E^i a boiliiig «at«r liati^  for half aa h&m* Zt HM 
than eealad and •xtrao'tod «it]^ athojr* TiaaaiM wiiiaKUa 
was alitaiaed cm tlia raii@»f-al of atliar i^iiali did aot «;7*t»« 
axisa aitiiar teem i^ etraaana etbas* or flroa wmf al^ M^r aoXyntta 
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fh« a^T» Tisoous aatoriaXf d ^ aieetoii* (99 «!*) 
BBBixfd3P9vm potassium earbojoate (2*1 g*) aiUl aatli^lana lodida 
(0.4 al*) iwra refluxad on a water Hath tor SO hoam^ 
flltaxvd and tha inorganie aatarial washad with 4i7 «fliitoit«# 
On araporation of aoetonot again a ati^ky aatarial waa 
obtainad vhiah eould not ba oryatalliaad* 
Z y 4f 5-Sr i]i7drozy»6-ae th03qrpiian7l-4* -metliosybefisyl 
ketone (1.3 g«} In d is t i l l ed etbyX foxsata (00 • ! • ) wm 
o 
added drop by drop to aodinm povdcor ooelMl to abotsit «iO • 
After standing for 20 bonrs at 0^| aaad for 40 hmaem at rami 
tesperatare, ioe water was added and the solAtiea was 
aeidif iad with hydroehlorio aoid* Shis was ajgaraotad with 
ether and than dried orer anhydroua aoditim sol^hate sad 
the aolTont teaoTod* The solid was obtained ndiieh did net 
oxystallise in aethanol eto. fhe yellow solid was obtained 
after Si^lis«tio|i:lrhii&:melte4 at 293-294^ (0«4 g») (4sso^p)« 
Halting point reported In literature (14?) i s 294-^ 298 
(d«eomp»)« 
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6.7»Dlhyaroxy-4* .5«-dim8tho»l8oflay<mit 
A nixture of 7-li7^03'7**4* t5-diaethoz3rl80flaTOS« (0.5 g*) 
axid TanxaxXxta (1*S g.) In glacial ae«tie aelA (5 • ! • ) was 
heatad oa a boiUag water l>atli for 6 hoiirs. B^rdrodilflri« 
aold (7.5 ml.f 1:1} vaa addad amA haatlag aoatlmied for 
anotbar 20 nlautas, Xlia eoolad adztiara was dilatad vitli 
watar and tha yallov preelpitala filt«rad off# ffba praoi-
pitata vaa eztraeted with hot aleohol* Baaoral of tht 
aloohol laft a solid whloh waa am^jaetad to IJaklii** oxld*» 
tlon without furtb^r piarlfloatloB* 
Ooolad (20*^ ) solution of tha abora produet l a pyrldlna 
(4 B1«) 0.5 S aodlum hydroxlda (0*6 M1«)« and watar (3 al«) 
was traatad dropwlse with hydrogan peroxlda (0*3 «!•» 6 par 
oant) daring 15 olnataa. Aftar two honra tha adLxtaro wma 
aoldlflad with loa oold dlluta hydro^iXorlo aold* Wbim 
was extraotad with other t raaoTal of tha aolfont la f t a 
larowalsh naterlal in aztraaaS^ po(»r Tlaldf irtiloh did net 
orTstalliaad. In tha alallar eonditlaau tha raaatimi wtm 
dona again and tha aaaa raaults war* ohtaiaadt 
tatraaina (HaxaadJaa) 
Haxaalna waa prepared from foraalln and eonoentratod 
aBmonla aolutlon by tha aathod aantlonad "bf Tagal (t0ii)» 
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THE CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF IRIS NEPALENSIS-l 
STRUCTURE OF IRISOLONE 
K. W. GopiNATH, A. R. KiDWAi and LALIT PRAKASH 
Department of Research in Unani Medicine, Tibbiya College 
Muslim University, Aligarh, India 
{Received 19 May 1961) 
Abstract—On the basis of degradation experiments, irisolone, a new isoflavone from Iris nepalensis 
has been assigned structure 1 (R -- H). 
THE rhizomes of Iris nepalensis D. Don (natural order-lrdacae) are used in indigenous 
systems of medicine under the name of 'Sosmf for a variety of heart diseases. We 
report here the structure of a new isoilavone, irisolone obtained in 0-3 per cent yield 
from the chloroform extract of the rhizomes. 
Irisolone I (R = H) forms colourless plates m.p. 269-270" and analyses for the 
formula C^^ H g^C'e and for one methoxy group. The presence of a phenolic hydroxy 
group in irisolone is indicated by a pale green colour with ferric chloride and by the 
formation of a crystalline mono acetate. Irisolone gives a red colour with phloro-
glucinol and sulphuric acid, a green colour in the Lebat test^ and a purple colour in the 
Hansen test^ indicating the presence of a methylenedioxy group. 
- O R 
The ultra-violet absorption spectrum of irisolone (Fig. 1) is very similar to that of 
tri-o-methyl tectoiigenin and favours an isoflavone, rather than a flavone structure. 
Methylation of irisolone with dimethyl sulphate and potassium carbonate in 
acetone solution yields a crystalline methyl ether (I, R = CH3) which is smoothly 
converted by boiling dilute alkali into the desoxy benzoin (II R = CH3) Irisolone 
methyl ether (I, R = CHo) is reformed in high yield by treatment of the desoxy benzoin 
(H, R = CH3) with sodium and ethyl formate,^ thus unambiguously establishing the 
isoflavone nature of irisolone. 
Treatment of Irisolone itself (I, R = H) with dilute alkali gives a good yield of the 
desoxy benzoin (II, R = H) which, with acetic anhydride under mild conditions, yields 
a mono acetate (II, R = OAC). These desoxy benzoins were identified by their charac-
teristic ultra-violet spectra. 
Oxidation of Irisolone methyl ether(II, R = CH3)with potassium permanganate in 
acetone solution yields anisic acid indicating that one of the two methoxy groups in 
the methyl ether is in 4'-position. On prolonged treatment with alkali, the desoxy 
1 M. A. Lcbat, Bull. Soc. Chiin. 745 (1909). 
= O. R. Hansen, Acta-cltim. Scand. 7, 1125 (1953). 
' K. Vcnkataraman, Fonsch. Chem. Org. Naturstoffe 17, 1 (1959). 
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FIG. 1. 
benzoin (II, R = CH3) is cleaved in fair yields to/j-methoxy-phenylacetic acid and a 
phenolic product, CgHgOi m.p. 88-89°. Melting point of the latter product is the 
same as that reported in literature for 3-methoxy-4,5-methylenedioxy phenol, obtained 
by Djerassi et al.^ from Tlatlancuayir, under similar conditions. 
HX< 
0—^~\ . 
OH 
CO—CH 
OCH, 
n 
Complete demethylation of irisolone with aluminium chloride in benzene at 100" 
followed by methylation with dimethyl sulphate yields a tetramethoxy isoflavone (III) 
m.p. 180-181°. Alkali fusion of III^ yjelds antiarol(IV) and/j-methoxy-phenylacetic 
acid. This indicates that III is 4',5,6,7-tetramethoxy isoflavone or tri-o-methyltectori-
genin. The identity was subsequently confirmed by comparison with an authentic 
sample (mixed m.p. and superposable infra-red spectrum). 
This work establishes the tetraoxy substitution pattern in irisolone methyl ether 
*• P. Crabbe, P. R. Leeming and C. Djerassi J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 80, 5258 (1958). 
= F. E. King, T. J. King and A. J. Warwick, / . Ch.?m. Soc. 96 (1952). 
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H,CO, 
-OCH, 
]II 
(I, R = CHg). Depending on the relative position of the methoxy and methylenedioxy 
groups in ring A, two structures I, (R = CHg) and V are possible for irisolone methyl 
ether. 
In order to choose between these possibilities advantage was taken of the ease of 
H,CO-
(^ 'S OCH, 
0 / 
H,C-0 ^ 
demethylation of a methoxy group in the 5-position.*'^ Treatment of irisolone methyl 
ether with aluminium chloride in ether yields a monomethoxy compound (VI) which 
still gives a positive Lebat and Hansen test indicating that the methylenedioxy group is 
not affected under these conditions. The compound VI gives a positive Wilson's 
Boric acid test^ and also a bright yellow colour with boric acid in acetic anhydride 
(Dimroth Reagent) characteristic of an o-hydroxycarbonyl system. The compound 
VI can also be methylated back into irisolone methyl ether (I, R = CHg) with dimethyl 
sulphate and potassium carbonate indicating that no rearrangement or isomerization 
has occurred during treatment with aluminium chloride. The structure I(R = CHg) 
for irisolone methyl ether is thus established with certainty. 
OCH, 
The position of the free phenoHc hydroxy group in irisolone remains to be deter-
mined. Ethylation of irisolone with ethyhodide and potassium carbonate yields the 
ethyl ether (I, R = C2H5) wliich on oxidation with potassium permanganate in acetone 
yields/i-ethoxybenzoic acid thus estabhshing that the free phenolic group in irisolone 
is in the 4'-position. The structure of irisolone (I, R = H) is therefore uniquely 
estabhshed as 4'-hydroxy-5-methoxy 6,7-methylenedioxy isoflavone. Irisolone is one 
of the few isoflavones containing a methylenedioxy substituent the only others so far 
known being Tlatlancuayin^ and pseudo baptigenin.^ 
E X P E R I M E N T A L 
All ultra-violet spectra v/ere measured in a Beckmann Model DU instrument in 95 per cent 
ethenol. Infra-red spectra were measured in a Perkin Elmer Infracord either in chloroform solutions 
or as mulls in nujol. 
« C. W. Wilson, J. Amer. Cfiem. Soc. 61, 2303 (1939). 
' W. Baker, R. Robinson and N. M. Simpson, / . Chem. Soc. 805 (1937). 
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Isolation of irisoloiie. (1, R ^^  H) Air dried, powdered rtiizomes (5 kg) of Iris iiepalensis were 
defatted with hot petroleum ether (b.p. 60-80) and then extracted 4 times with hot chloroform. The 
chloroform extracts were concentrated to about 500 ml and allowed to cool when pale yellow crystals 
separated out m.p. 258-265. Crystallization from ethyl acetate and then from 2-methoxy ethanol 
yielded colourless plates of irisolone (15 g) m.p. 269-270' / max 270 m/( (log f, 4-62) i infl 330 m/( 
(log t 3-97) (Found C. 65-60; H. 4-15; OMe 8-52 C.^HiAi requires: C.65 -38; H, 3-84; 1-OMe 
9-94 °„) 
The acetate, prepared from irisolone (0-5 g). Acetic anhydride (5 ml) and pyrdine (0-5 ml) at room 
temp for 24 hr, crystallized from methanol in colourless needles m.p. 156-157' (Found C, 64-80; H 
4-41 C,,,Hi..O, requires: C, 64-40; H. 3-95%). 
Irisolone methyl ether U. R CH3). A mixture of irisolone (4g) freshly distilled dimethyl sulphate 
(6-4 ml) anhydrous potassium carbonate (16-8 g) and dry acetone (240 ml) was refluxed for 24 hr. 
The solution was filtered and the inorganic residue washed with hot acetone. Evaporation of the 
acetone solution left a solid which was triturated with water, filtered and crystallized from methanol 
yielding colourless plates of irisolone metnyl ether (3-7 g) m.p. 184-185 , /. max 270 m/i (log £, 4-35) 
). infl 330 m//(log f, 3-76) (Found C. 66-70; H, 4-57; OMe 19-1 C,sH,.,0„ requires: C, 66-25; H, 
4-29; 2-OMe I9"l';;). 
4'-Hrdroxvbcii:vl-2-hvdroxY-4,5-iiicihvle!!eclio.\\-6-inelhox}'phenyl ketone (III, R - H). Irisolone 
(1 g) sodium hydroxide (2-5 g) and water (50 ml) were heated together under reflux for 1-5 hr. The 
solution was acidified and the yellow precipitate collected and crystallized from ether-petroleum ether 
(b.p. 40-60 ) in,p. 159-160 /. max 290, 355 m/< (log .-, 4-18, 3-73) (Found C. 63-80; H, 5-0 C i„H, ,0 , 
requires: C, 63-57; H, 4-63%). 
With acetic anhydride in pyridine at room temp for 1 hr the ketone (111) yielded a monoacetate 
m.p. 162-163 from methanol. '(Found C,lS2-93; H, 5-0; QgHisO, requires: C, 62-78; H, 4-64%). 
A'-Methoxybenzyl-2-hydroxv-4,5-methleiidioxy-6-methoxyphenyl keloitedU, R = CH3). A mixture 
of irisolone methyl ether (II, R = CH3; 3 g) sodium hydroxide (7-5 g) and water (50 ml), refluxed for 
1-5 hr yielded as above the ketone III (R ----= CH,) yellow needles, from ether petroleum ether, m.p. 
1!3-114 /. max 290, 360 m/' (log e 4-09, 3-69) (Found C. 64-70; H, 5-10 C i , H i , A requires: C, 
64-55; H, 5-06";,). 
Synthesis of irisolone methyl ether (If, R == CH,) from 4'-methoxy benzyl-2-hydroxyA,5-methylene-
dioxy-6-methoxy phenyl ketone (III, R == CH3). The above ketone (HI, R = CH3) (0-6 g) in dry 
distilled ethyl formate (30 ml) was added drop by drop to sodium powder cooled to about-IO . After 
standing for 20 hr at 0 and then for 40 hr at roo.-n temp, ice water was added and the solution 
acidified. The product was extracted with ether, the ether solution dried (NaoSOj) and the solvent 
removed. Crystallization of the residue from methanol yielded colourless plates of irisolone methyl 
ether (0-35 g), m.p. 184-185 alone or mixed with i\ sample obtained from methylation of irisolone. 
Their infra-red spectra were also superposable. 
Oxidation of irisolone methyl ether (II, R = CH3). Irisolone methyl ether (0-5 g) in acetone (50 ml) 
was warmed on a water bath and powdered potassium permanganate gradually added until a pale 
purple colour persisted. The solution was filtered and the solid washed with acetone. The solid was 
otracted with hot water filtered and the clear aqueous solution acidified. The solid separated was 
filtered off and crystallized from hot water yielding colourless needles of anisic acid (0-15 g) m.p. 
and mixed m.p. with an authentic specimen, 186-187' (Found C, 62-95; H, 5-26 Calc. for CsHgOj: 
C, •2-15; H, 5-26%). 
Alkali cleavage of 4'-methoxyhenzyl-2-hydroxy-4,5-i)!ethyleiie dioxy-6-methoxy phenyl ketone 
(HI, R .^^  CH3). A mixture of the ketone (0-8 g) potassium hydroxide (10 g) and water (80 mi) was 
was rsfluxed for 20 hr in a current of nitrogen. The solution was acidified and extracted with ether. 
The e her extract was washed with sodium bicarbonate and water, dried (NaaSOj) and the solvent 
removed. The residue was chromatographed in benzene over magnesium trisilicate. Elution with 
benzene yielded 3-methoxy 4,5-methylenedioxy-phenol as colourless prisms from ether petroleum 
ether, m.p. 88-&'9 (Djerassi et al." report m.p. 88-89 ) (Found C, 57-60 H, 5-15; Calc. for CgHgOj: 
C, 57-14; H, 4-76%). 
The feicarborate washings were acidified and extracted with ether. Evaporation of the dried 
ether extracts and crystallization from petroleum ether gave/)-meihoxyphenyl acetic acid m.p. 88-89' 
identical (mixed m.p. and infra-red spectrum) with an authentic specimen (Found C, 65-39; H, 5-8 
Calc. for CaHioO,: C, 6506; H, 6-02%). 
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•V,5.6J-Tetraniethoxyisoflavoiie. A mixture of irisolone (0-5 g), aluminium chloride (5 g) and 
ben:?ene (80 ml) was refluxed on a water bath for 10 hr. The solution was concentrated to about 
25 ml and treated after cooling with a mixture of cone, hydrochloric acid (15 ml) and glacial acetic 
acid (20 ml). The solution was refluxed for 1/2 hr. diluted with water and extracted with ether. 
EvaDoration of the dried ether extract yielded a brown solid which was directly methylated without 
purification. 
The above material was refluxed in acetone (43 ml) with dry distilled dimethyl sulphate (2 ml) 
and anhydrous potassium carbonate (12-8 g) for 36 hr. Working up in the usual manner gave a 
brov.'n solid which was taken up in hot methanol and the solution decolourized with charcoal. The 
colourless solid separated on cooling was crystallized twice from methanol yielding colourless crystals 
m.p. 180-181 (0-2 g) /. max 265 m/i (log I, 4-34), /. infl 320 m/i (log n 3-63) (Found C, 66-52; H. 
5-26 Calc. for C,,iHi„06: C, 66-66, H, 5-23%) identical (m.p. mi.xed m.p. and infra-red spectrum) 
with an atithentic sample of tri-o-mcthyl-tectorigenin. 
Alkali fusion of 4',5,6J-telraiiii'thoxy isoflavone. A mixture of the above isoflavone (1 g), sodium 
hydroxide (2-5 g) and water (1 ml) was heated in a copper tube fitted with an air condenser at 220' 
(oil bath) for 45 min. The cooled product was taken up in water acidified and extracted with ether. 
The ether .solution was washed with sodium bicarbonate and water, dried and the solvent removed. 
Crystallization of the residue from benzene gave colourless needles of antiarol (0-15 g), m.p. and 
mixed m.p. with an authentic sample 146-147 \ Their infra-red spectra were also superposable 
(Found C. 58-60; H, 6-10 Calc. for CoHioO,; C, 58-60; H, 6-50%). 
The bicarbonate extract on working up as described earlier yielded/7-mcthoxyphenyl acetic acid 
m.p. and mixed m.p. with authentic specimen 88-89'. 
Partial deinethrlation of irisolone (1. R = H). Irisolone (0-2 g) was heated under reflux with 
aluminium chloride (2 g) in dry ether (20 ml). The mixture was poured into ice water and the yellow 
solid obtained, collected and boiled with a mixture of cone, hydrochloric acid (10 ml) and glacial 
acetic acid (20 ml). The mixture was diluted with water and extracted with ether. Evaporation of 
the dried ether extracts yielded a pale yellow solid which on crystallization from ethylacetate yielded 
pale yellow needles of 5-hydroxy-4'-methoxy-6,7-methylenedioxy isoflavone (VI, 015 g) m.p. 214-15'. 
(Found C, 65-51, H, 4-19 C,;Hi.>0„ requires: C, 65-38; H, 3-84%). 
Irisolone ethyl ether (I, R = C J H J ) . Irisolone (1 g), potassium carbonate (2 g), ethyl iodide (5 ml) 
and acetone (100 ml) were refluxed together for 10 hr. Working up in the usual manner yielded 
irisolone ethyl ether (1-0 g) (I. R-= CoH,,) m.p. 170-172" from methanol. (Found C, 6750; H,4-81 
CisHiiOe requires: C, 67-05; H, 4-71 "„). 
Oxidation of irisolone ethyl ether. The foregoing ethyl ether (1 g) in acetone (50 ml) was warmed 
on a water bath and treated with powdered potassium permanganate in small lots until the pink 
colour persisted. Working up as in the case of the corresponding methyl ether yielded /7-ethoxy 
benzoic acid (0-2 g) m.p. 171-172 from dilute alcohol, identical (mixed m.p. and infra-red spectrum) 
with an authentic sample. 
Acknon-k'dgcinents—We thank Prof. T. R. Seshadri fc'r samples of Antiarol and tri-o-methyl tectorl-
genin end the Ministry of Health. Government of India for a grant which has made this investigation 
possible. 
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The petroleum ether extract of iV. hindustana yields 
an essential oil. From the acetone extract the triter-
pene acid, oleanolic acid, has been isolated. 
\TEPETA HINDUSTANA (Roth) Haines syn. 
Nepeta ruderalis Hook. (Labiatae) has been used 
in Unani system of medicine as a cardiac tonic 
and refrigeiant, and in cases of coronary throm-
bosis and in gastric and intestinal, catarrh. The 
only other plant belonging to the genus Nepeta 
which has been extensively investigated is Nepeta 
cataria from which nepetalic acid'^ has been isolated. 
As par t of the general programme of the systematic 
investigation of Unani heart drugs, the chemical 
investigation of N. hindustana was undertaken. 
Petroleum ether extraction of the drug yielded a 
fragrant essential oil which is under investigatic'n. 
After extraction with petrol the drug was extracted 
with acetone and from the alkali-soluble portion of 
the extract an acidic substance could be isolated. 
This was evidently a mixture and could not be 
purified directly but when the crude mixture was 
acetylated and the product chromatographed a 
crystalline product, C32H50O4, could be isolated, 
yielding with diazomethane a methyl ester, m.p. 
219-20°. H3'drolysis of the acetate yielded a hy-
droxy carboxylic acid [infrared bands at 2-9 jx (hy-
droxyl) and at 5*9 jx (carboxylic acid)], m.p. 305-6°, 
yielding with diazomethane a methyl ester, m.p. 
195-6°. A search of the literature for various 
hydroxy acids of the triterpene group indicated 
tha t the substance could-be oleanolic acid and this 
was established by comparison (mixed m.p. and 
superposable infrared spectrum) of the acetate me-
thyl ester with an authentic sample prepared by 
acetylation and esterification of oleanolic acid. 
All derivatives of the acid isolated are in fair 
agreement with those reported in literature for 
oleanolic acid. The only exception is the acetate 
which after crystallization from benzene was ob-
tained by us as colourless needles, m.p. 197-8°. 
Oleanolic acid acetate reported in literature is 
crystallized from methanol and has m.p. 267-8°. 
However, crystallization of our acetate, m.p. 197-
8°, from methanol gave a m.p. 267-8°, identical 
with tha t reported in literature for oleanolic acid 
acetate, and indicates tha t our acetate crystallized 
from benzene is merely dimorphic with tha t re-
ported in literature. 
Extraction of N. hindustana — Air-dried powdered 
drug (2 kg.) was extracted three times with cold 
petroleum ether. Removal of the solvent yielded a 
light yellow essential oil which is under investi-
gation. The drug was next extracted thrice with 
cold acetone. The solvent was removed, the resi-
due taken up in ether and the ether solution shaken 
with sodium hydroxide solution. Acidification of 
the alkaline solution yielded a pale green solid 
(7 g.). A portion (2 g.) of this material was ace-
tylated with acetic anhydride (5 ml.) and pyridine 
(0-5 ml.) on a water ba th for 1 h r and left over-
night. Water was added and the sohd separated 
filtered off, dried and chromatographed in benzene 
over a column of magnesium trisilicate. Evaporat ion 
of the eluate (benzene) and crystallization of the 
residue from benzene yielded needles of oleanolic 
acid acetate, m.p. 197-8°. (Found: C, 77-01; H , ' 
9-8. C32H50O4 requires C, 77-1; H, 10-0%.) Crystal-
lized from methanol the product had m.p. 267-8° 
(m.p. reported in literature for oleanolic acid acec 
tate^ 268°). 
With diazomethane the acetate yielded a methyl 
ester, m.p. 222-3°, identical (mixed m.p. and infra-
red spectrum) with an authentic sample of olea-
nolic acid acetate methyl ester^. (Found: C, 77-6; 
H, 10-2; OMe, 6-2. C33H52O4 requires C, 77-3; 
H, 10-2; OMe, 6-1.) 
Hydrolysis of the acetate — The acetate (0-5 g.) 
was refluxed for 2 hr with 10 per cent methanolic 
alkali (10 moles). The solvent was removed, water 
added and the insoluble sodium salt which separated 
was filtered. The solid was t r i turated with dilute 
hydrochloric acid, filtered and crystallized from 
methanol yielding colourless needles of oleanolic 
acid (0-35 g.); m.p. 305-6° (lit.^ m.p. for oleanolic 
acid 310°). 
With diazomethane the acid yielded a methyl 
ester, m.p. 193-4° (lit.^ m.p. for the methyl ester^, 
196-8°). 
We thank Dr I. P . Varshney for an authentic 
sample of oleanolic acid acetate methyl ester and 
the Ministry of Health, Government of India, for 
financial assistance. 
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OHEHIOAIi BXAMXHAf ION OF IBIS HEPALSIiSlS D* SOHt FiRS XI -
Isolation of Irigonla 
K.W«aopinatht l a l i t PralcMh and AJl»Kidvai 
Departnent of Rosearoh in Unani Hedioinat filrTiiya OeUaga and 
Department of Ohemistry, Aligarh Hualla XTairersitgr t Alig8Zli» 
fh» laoflaTone, irigenin (Cx^iflOgf SfP* 185 )» has been 
laolated from the ohloroform extraof ox iha d«fata4 zhisonas 
of I«nepalansis« 
She rhiac^iea of Ir ie nepalenais I>« ^ n (SOi Xridaeeae) are 
tuied in indigenous systems of medicine under the name of 
*Sosan* for a rarietsr of heart diseases* In en earl i ir oonBuni^ 
•I* 
oation, the isolation of irisol<me from the ohloroform ejctvadt 
of defatiidd rihsomes was reported. She mother lifoor « B en^poMp* 
tion and erjstallisation from henzene and reezystallisatioa 
from methanol has now heen found to yield ooapeund • as yellow* 
ie& plates, m*p. 185 » i^ioh analysed for C'tg^^s* She 
presenoe of phenolic hydroxyl group was indioated ^ a hloish 
green oolour with ferrie ohloride. C^apound A en aoetylation 
with aeetio anhydride and pyridine forms d an aoetatetOg^igg^lf • 
m.p. 1S6*?^, and on methylation with diethyl sulphate» 
potassium oarhonate and aoetone is yielded a setliyl ether* 
^21^22^8* m.p* 169^, She ultrariolet aibsorptien spe«tnai of 
2 
eomgwaoA A faTOured an Isolfarone 9truottxr«* A. 8«areh ot 
llteraturo for Yarioua iaoflarcmes iadioatad that tkis wtbatanoe 
oould be iriganin and this was eonf irmed hy a*m»p» datiyjnatlon 
of ocmpound A with irlgenint nhioh was undepraased* 
Isolation of irli^enin - Air-dried powdered rhisoaea (5 kg*} of 
I^nepalenais WBTB defatted with hot petroleua with hot ohlorofoxm* 
She ohioroform eztraots were eonoentrated and irisoXom was 
remoTed \^ filtration. She remaining saall aaoont of iriaolona 
was precipitated by the addition of ether* She filtrata naa 
eyaporated and the atioky saas eryatalliaed firat froa benaene 
o 
and then frcHu methanol as yellowish plates (1 g«) | a»p» i85 
(Foundi 0, S9#97} H^  4*56, O^ gH^ O^g reqnoirea O9 «0»00t H« 4«48f( 
l i t«f m*p. 180)• 
Zrigenin oethyl ether * Irigenin (0*6 g«)« Aiaethyl suXpluita 
(245 •!•)» anhydrous potassium carbonate (6«6 g#) and dzy i^etona 
(90 ml*) were refluxed for 24 hr« She solution was fiietared 
and the inorganic residue washed with hot aoatona* Svaparatloa 
of the aoetone aolution left a aoUd whioh was trituratad 
with water, filtered and orystallised fTon aeth«i«l aa eolourleaa 
naedlea (0*5 g»)| m.p* les'^CPoundt Ot 62»29i H# 5*80« Clgg^ B^ gOg 
requires 0, 62«68| H» 6*51^) • 
i 
M N H ^ soBlgfiHJli (S id.*) iaad ifiHUUto* C0«& adU) VMl IwaiNNI 4ft 
T>>o<ittaip<»ltlon vi'ib liM miliar fliil iriyiiiflfittltffiiitlBii JSMMi nHtHMili^ 
mA JjoMe^wii^ Ummmt9h§ I«« l^3M« for « f«3l9«iri»lt to « i t 
fotiiii»d»o« jyi Ca»«i>i «Q1^« 
8# BolBOTftt J*Qli«i«SoOtt C^^^)t t O I ^ 
iSOIAglQH 0¥ IHIDIH gHOM IRIS mmkOVm3l6 ^AM 
(In Preoa) 
Aim QthmiMf Lalit PrakaiOit XuXt Zaaaa & 4«14C14inii 
}>»part2a9iit ot BAseareh in Wnaal Itodioino and 
Dtpartsmt of Obemlatj??* AXigaxli KwUs B»lT>y»iirt 4t Igafli • 
Irle IcggfaQaealg W l^]^ .(tEIMGEAE> i s a ptMzinial herb oeeorriBg 
i& the Wes'^m HimalyaSf from Kaaliiiir to Kammuk* Wm root« 
and Xeares of the plant are used as fetolfa^e in the iaodlgenoua 
e/atem of aedloiae* She <diexBioal inveatigatioii of the plast 
la reported in the preaent o^goanioatioa* 
Treah rhiaomee of I^laiaaoneneiy were eAU'^lad vit^ 
ethanoX* On reaoTaX of the eoXyent and extraotlen of iSm 
realdae with ethyX aeetate a TeXlowlah eoi^ potnAf ««p« 204«5^f 
vaa ohtained* I t naa reeryaraXXlaed fren a^peoua eiaumoXf 
m.p» 200^^, 
She uXtrarioXet speotram of the oo^^sad ahoved the 
eharaoteriatle laofXar^ae ahoorption hasda# the «f3jroone 
obtained om hydroX78ii9 aeXted at IQS^t i ta aoetate at 126*7? 
MeXtlng points of the aglyooae and the aeetcfee gsfo no 
depreaalon on admixture with irigenin and irigeBi* aoetate 
reepeotlTsly* She looation of the gXnooae realdna vaa ooaflxaNl 
hy hydroXyaia of the aethyX ether of iasm g3iyoosida lAiieh 
gare irigenin dimethyX ether (7«hydroa7w5^g^*l4*^«^«ftta^' 
sethosqrleo^larmui)» a»p« 2id®4> She glyooaida i« thaa identioaX 
with irldin* 
2 
?re«li i^izoBes (2 kg,) of X.kaiaaonesis were refloxed tbree 
tioee with etlumal for 4 hr« usli^ frei^ ethanoX eaofai tioe • 
Ihe ethaaol was eraporated, the residue diluted with water 
and extracted with ohloroforaii ether and finally with ethyl 
acetate in a l i fuid liquid eacteaoter. On keeping thB etliyl 
acetate extract ovemi^t a yellowish solid separated which 
crystallised from aq^ ueous aetha»Ql» m«p« ^8-9 (Iiit»a.p« SOS )« 
Xaridin (4 g*) was hydrolyzed by refluxlng with atueo\w-> 
alcoholic sulphuric acid (100 ml,, 7 per cent) f^ 3 hr* On 
remoTal of the excess alcohol under reduced pz«s8urS| the agly*» 
cone separated out on cooling; pale yellow needles froa sthanol* 
o 
a.p. 1 ^ . Paper ohrematograil^ of the liydrolysate with 
hutanol saturated with water (50 hr«) indicated i^% pmMauM <f 
glucose as -Qjie «igar c<»apon€nt of the glycoside* 
Xrigenin was ccnrerted into triacetate (m*p« XZ^Jf^) sad 
1 o e 
triaethyl ether (a.p. 163^)» Lit . a»p* 127 and 163 ]rssps«HVilyi 
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